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Craig
 
Attached are the answers to the question given to Hat Trick Logistics LLC.  I am currently on my way
to your office to deliver a hard copy of the response.
 
Both New Hampshire Distributors, Inc. and Bellavance Beverage Company Financials are being
delivered by hand TODAY.  Clarke Distributor, Inc. Financials have been sent to you via email.
 
Please let us know if you have any further questions.
 
Have a great weekend
 
Chris Brown
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
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PO BOX 267, CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE  03301



Follow-up for Request for Proposal responses



1.	Do you subscribe to "Open Data Standards"



If the question is asking if Hat Trick is a member of the Alcohol Beverage Industry Supply Chain Council (ABISCC) the answer is "indirectly". Hat Trick member companies are each members of the National Beer Wholesalers Association which is a member of ABISCC. If the question is asking if Hat Trick's external computer interface with the SLC computer system will adhere to the appropriate open standards and formats, the answer is "yes".

 

2.	Do you have "open data formats" as part of your proposals?



Yes. The interface between the proposed warehouse management software and the SLC computer system will be based on "open data formats".

  

3.	Does your proposal include all licenses required to operate hardware/software?



Yes.



4.	Does your proposal include maintenance for all hardware/software?



Yes.



5.	Does your proposal rely on customized interfaces to integrate with the NHLC existing applications?



Yes, there will be a custom interface between the warehouse management system and the SLC's existing applications. Broad design work on the interface software is underway. As currently envisioned, a customized server application will be built that satisfies the level of service mandated in the RFP.



As the SLC's own, and the industry's IT directions are likely to evolve over the life of the contract, it is expected that the custom interface will require changes at some future point. To that end, Hat Trick commits to quickly and cooperatively address those needs as they are established. Gauging the cost impact of future changes is impossible in 2012. It is expected that joint development and some form of cost sharing for implementing any new capabilities will be a matter for future negotiations.



6.     What are your projections for volumes by month in each of the pricing categories included in Appendices D and D-1 for the first 30 months of this contract and each subsequent 30-month period through the end of the contract?  Please explain the basis for your projection. Please address only the basic bailment charges:  inbound handling, storage, and outbound order processing/reporting.  For example, in the first month of the contract, how many cases do you assume will be inbound in the category of codes of 1-180?  



The attached spreadsheet lists the projected volumes as requested.  The assumptions and basis for the projections are listed on the spreadsheet.  We would be pleased to prepare an alternate projection of volumes if the committee desires to see different assumptions built into the calculations.  We would also welcome the opportunity to discuss the volume projections with the committee to clarify any figures, calculations or assumptions.  

7.     In Section 3.0.12, Page 26, the RFP requires that the proposal shall list separately all charges which could be incurred by the NHSLC and all charges which could be incurred by the suppliers in the operation of the warehouse.  Are all charges included in Appendices D and D-1?  Specifically, identify where a charge, if any, for outbound handling is located.  For example, outbound handling may already be included in the charge for inbound handling. 



Yes, all charges are included in Appendices D and D-1.  However, it was noted that in the printing/binding process the page numbers for Appendix D were out of sequence, making it appear there was only one page of charges when in fact there are three pages. Pages originally marked page #9, #7 and #8 should have been ordered as #7, #8, and #9 respectively.  The corrected page numbering/sequencing is attached, with corrected page numbers marked in Red.  

Outbound handling is included in inbound handling

8.     The letters of reference contained in Pages 150-155 in the proposal are on behalf of Bellavance Beverage, Clarke Distributors, and NH Distributors.   A letter from the Rowley Agency is contained on Page 149 of the proposal.  The letter is to the effect that the owners of Hat Trick Logistics, LLC have provided Rowley with their current fiscal year end financial information.  We have read Section 1.5.8 of your proposal on Pages 10 and 11.   Nevertheless,   Part I, Section 1.5.8, Page 9 of the RFP requires the vendor to provide audited financial statements for the past three years or an alternative satisfactory to the NHSLC. Please provide us with audited financial statements for Bellavance Beverage, Clarke Distributors, and NH Distributors for the past three years.



The Financials will be delivered as requested.



9.     In your proposal on Page 214, a proposed lease is contained.  The term of the lease is ten years.  What do you plan to do for the remaining ten years of the 20-year contract?



On page 216 of the proposal under “Option to Renew”, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will have two (2) options to renew for additional five (5) year terms. It is the intention of Hat Trick Logistics, LLC to renew those options to fulfill the 20 year contract.

A. In follow up to your question regarding inventory storage capacity, our analysis shows that our warehouse layout and racking design will provide for storage of approximately 1million cases.  Based on our understanding of 2011 average cases in inventory for both Law and Concord combined, our configuration will provide an average of 20% more capacity than current inventory levels.  Please refer to attachment” Inventory On Hand”.   In addition, the proposed racking layout could be altered/increased to accommodate additional product.



B.  The proposed site in Merrimack has potential for additional expansion; please see the attachment “Merrimack Expansion”.  An additional 80,000SF can be located on the property on the south end of the building.  The second plan shows two 80,000SF additions, which has also been discussed in the past.  We can also capture the 30,000SF from Cenveo/Nashua Corp.  

 C.  In follow up to your question regarding fiber optics; Comcast Business Class fiber can be available at the location.
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Sheet1

		Hat Trick Logistics, LLC

		Inventory DOH review

		From May 1 2012 Clarifications and Amendments NHSLC

				Inventory on hand								Sales (cases)								Inventory DOH

				Concord		Law		Combined				Concord		Law		Combined				Concord		Law		Combined

		July		160,302		657,852		818,154				123,761		321,605		445,366				40.15		63.41		56.95		31

		August		149,196		633,568		782,764				126,782		341,539		468,321				36.48		57.51		51.81		31

		September		163,811		639,159		802,970				109,441		297,487		406,928				46.40		66.60		59.20		30

		October		166,400		690,036		856,436				98,018		299,335		397,353				52.63		71.46		66.82		31

		November		167,696		657,096		824,792				106,676		356,349		463,025				48.73		57.16		53.44		30

		December		139,178		621,661		760,839				110,352		372,867		483,219				39.10		51.68		48.81		31

		January		156,081		654,127		810,208				70,212		242,452		312,664				68.91		83.64		80.33		31

		February		143,509		654,976		798,485				69,810		245,093		314,903				63.73		82.84		71.00		28

		March		140,644		654,008		794,652				85,462		261,567		347,029				51.02		77.51		70.99		31

		April		144,483		675,515		819,998				81,768		266,291		348,059				54.78		78.64		70.68		30

		May		155,440		673,296		828,736				94,269		287,897		382,166				51.12		72.50		67.22		31

		June		141,942		625,925		767,867				119,272		344,709		463,981				36.89		56.29		49.65		30

				1,828,682		7,837,219		9,665,901				1,195,823		3,637,191		4,833,014

		Average		152,390		653,102		805,492				99,652		303,099		402,751				47.41		66.80		62.00



		High						856,436

		Low						760,839

		Capacity of new space						970,000

		  Based on 60cs/pallet						60

		Add'l capacity over current

		High						113,564		13%

		Low						209,161		27%

		Average						164,508		20%
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Appendix D

		Appendix D 

		Hat Trick Logistics

		Volume Estimates



				Volume estimates for Initial 30month contract period 																																																														Volume estimates for subsequent 30month contract periods

		Basic Bailment Services																																																																2		3		4		5		6		7		8

				Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		Month 7		Month 8		Month 9		Month 10		Month 11		Month 12		Month 13		Month 14		Month 15		Month 16		Month 17		Month 18		Month 19		Month 20		Month 21		Month 22		Month 23		Month 24		Month 25		Month 26		Month 27		Month 28		Month 29		Month 30				30month		30month		30month		30month		30month		30month		30month

		Inbound handling

		1 -180		330,917		344,705		224,058		224,058		248,188		248,188		272,317		330,917		317,129		334,364		289,552		282,658		340,845		355,046		230,780		230,780		255,633		255,633		280,487		340,845		326,643		344,395		298,239		291,138		351,070		365,698		237,704		237,704		263,302		263,302				9,701,763		10,292,600		10,919,420		11,584,412		12,289,903		13,038,358		13,832,394

		181 - 299		23,637		24,622		16,004		16,004		17,728		17,728		19,451		23,637		22,652		23,883		20,682		20,190		24,346		25,360		16,484		16,484		18,260		18,260		20,035		24,346		23,332		24,600		21,303		20,796		25,076		26,121		16,979		16,979		18,807		18,807				692,983		735,186		779,959		827,458		877,850		931,311		988,028

		300 - 669		23,637		24,622		16,004		16,004		17,728		17,728		19,451		23,637		22,652		23,883		20,682		20,190		24,346		25,360		16,484		16,484		18,260		18,260		20,035		24,346		23,332		24,600		21,303		20,796		25,076		26,121		16,979		16,979		18,807		18,807				692,983		735,186		779,959		827,458		877,850		931,311		988,028

		670+		94,548		98,487		64,017		64,017		70,911		70,911		77,805		94,548		90,608		95,533		82,729		80,760		97,384		101,442		65,937		65,937		73,038		73,038		80,139		97,384		93,326		98,399		85,211		83,182		100,306		104,485		67,915		67,915		75,229		75,229				2,771,932		2,940,743		3,119,834		3,309,832		3,511,401		3,725,245		3,952,113

				472,739		492,436		320,084		320,084		354,554		354,554		389,025		472,739		453,041		477,663		413,646		403,798		486,921		507,209		329,686		329,686		365,191		365,191		400,695		486,921		466,633		491,993		426,056		415,912		501,529		522,426		339,577		339,577		376,146		376,146				13,859,661		14,703,715		15,599,171		16,549,160		17,557,004		18,626,226		19,760,563

		Storage

		1-84 days from receipt		472,739		492,436		320,083		320,083		354,554		354,554		389,025		472,739		453,041		477,663		413,646		403,798		486,921		507,209		329,686		329,686		365,191		365,191		400,695		486,921		466,632		491,993		426,056		415,912		501,528		522,425		339,577		339,577		376,146		376,146				13,859,661		14,703,715		15,599,171		16,549,160		17,557,004		18,626,226		19,760,563

		85-182 days from receipt		23,637		24,622		16,004		16,004		17,728		17,728		19,451		23,637		22,652		23,883		20,682		20,190		24,346		25,360		16,484		16,484		18,260		18,260		20,035		24,346		23,332		24,600		21,303		20,796		25,076		26,121		16,979		16,979		18,807		18,807				692,983		735,186		779,959		827,458		877,850		931,311		988,028

		183-365 days from receipt		9,455		9,849		6,402		6,402		7,091		7,091		7,780		9,455		9,061		9,553		8,273		8,076		9,738		10,144		6,594		6,594		7,304		7,304		8,014		9,738		9,333		9,840		8,521		8,318		10,031		10,449		6,792		6,792		7,523		7,523				277,193		294,074		311,983		330,983		351,140		372,525		395,211

		366+ days from receipt		4,727		4,924		3,201		3,201		3,546		3,546		3,890		4,727		4,530		4,777		4,136		4,038		4,869		5,072		3,297		3,297		3,652		3,652		4,007		4,869		4,666		4,920		4,261		4,159		5,015		5,224		3,396		3,396		3,761		3,761				138,597		147,037		155,992		165,492		175,570		186,262		197,606

				510,558		531,831		345,690		345,690		382,918		382,918		420,146		510,558		489,285		515,876		446,738		436,101		525,874		547,786		356,061		356,061		394,406		394,406		432,751		525,874		503,963		531,352		460,140		449,184		541,651		564,219		366,743		366,743		406,238		406,238				14,968,434		15,880,012		16,847,104		17,873,093		18,961,564		20,116,324		21,341,408



		Outbound order processing		453,994		472,910		307,392		307,392		340,496		340,496		373,599		453,994		435,078		458,723		397,245		387,787		467,614		487,098		316,614		316,614		350,710		350,710		384,807		467,614		448,130		472,485		409,162		399,420		481,642		501,711		326,112		326,112		361,232		361,232				13,310,109		14,120,695		14,980,645		15,892,967		16,860,848		17,887,674		18,977,033

		Assumptions/Basis for Projections

		Growth rate of sales fixed at 3% annually

		Estimated split between Supplier sales/receipts and NHSLC sales/receipts fixed at 95% supplier, 5% NHSLC

		Inbound handling quantity categories estimated using SLC receipt data

		Storage days from receipt estimated based on inventory data provided in RFP





Appendix D-1

		Appendix D-1

		Hat Trick Logistics

		Volume estimates



				Volume estimates for Initial 30month contract period 																																																														Volume estimates for subsequent 30month contract periods

		Basic Bailment Services																																																																2		3		4		5		6		7		8

				Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		Month 7		Month 8		Month 9		Month 10		Month 11		Month 12		Month 13		Month 14		Month 15		Month 16		Month 17		Month 18		Month 19		Month 20		Month 21		Month 22		Month 23		Month 24		Month 25		Month 26		Month 27		Month 28		Month 29		Month 30				30month		30month		30month		30month		30month		30month		30month

		Inbound handling

		1 -180		17,417		18,142		11,793		11,793		13,063		13,063		14,332		17,417		16,691		17,598		15,240		14,877		17,939		18,687		12,146		12,146		13,454		13,454		14,762		17,939		17,192		18,126		15,697		15,323		18,477		19,247		12,511		12,511		13,858		13,858				510,619		541,716		574,706		609,706		646,837		686,229		728,021

		181 - 299		1,244		1,296		842		842		933		933		1,024		1,244		1,192		1,257		1,089		1,063		1,281		1,335		868		868		961		961		1,054		1,281		1,228		1,295		1,121		1,095		1,320		1,375		894		894		990		990				36,473		38,694		41,050		43,550		46,203		49,016		52,001

		300 - 669		1,244		1,296		842		842		933		933		1,024		1,244		1,192		1,257		1,089		1,063		1,281		1,335		868		868		961		961		1,054		1,281		1,228		1,295		1,121		1,095		1,320		1,375		894		894		990		990				36,473		38,694		41,050		43,550		46,203		49,016		52,001

		670+		4,976		5,184		3,369		3,369		3,732		3,732		4,095		4,976		4,769		5,028		4,354		4,251		5,125		5,339		3,470		3,470		3,844		3,844		4,218		5,125		4,912		5,179		4,485		4,378		5,279		5,499		3,574		3,574		3,959		3,959				145,891		154,776		164,202		174,202		184,811		196,066		208,006

				24,881		25,918		16,847		16,847		18,661		18,661		20,475		24,881		23,844		25,140		21,771		21,253		25,628		26,695		17,352		17,352		19,221		19,221		21,089		25,628		24,560		25,894		22,424		21,890		26,396		27,496		17,873		17,873		19,797		19,797				729,456		773,880		821,009		871,008		924,053		980,328		1,040,030

		Storage

		1-84 days from receipt		24,881		25,918		16,846		16,846		18,661		18,661		20,475		24,881		23,844		25,140		21,771		21,253		25,627		26,695		17,352		17,352		19,221		19,221		21,089		25,627		24,560		25,894		22,424		21,890		26,396		27,496		17,872		17,872		19,797		19,797				729,456		773,880		821,009		871,008		924,053		980,328		1,040,030

		85-182 days from receipt		1,244		1,296		842		842		933		933		1,024		1,244		1,192		1,257		1,089		1,063		1,281		1,335		868		868		961		961		1,054		1,281		1,228		1,295		1,121		1,095		1,320		1,375		894		894		990		990				36,473		38,694		41,050		43,550		46,203		49,016		52,001

		183-365 days from receipt		498		518		337		337		373		373		409		498		477		503		435		425		513		534		347		347		384		384		422		513		491		518		448		438		528		550		357		357		396		396				14,589		15,478		16,420		17,420		18,481		19,607		20,801

		366+ days from receipt		249		259		168		168		187		187		205		249		238		251		218		213		256		267		174		174		192		192		211		256		246		259		224		219		264		275		179		179		198		198				7,295		7,739		8,210		8,710		9,241		9,803		10,400

				26,871		27,991		18,194		18,194		20,154		20,154		22,113		26,871		25,752		27,151		23,513		22,953		27,678		28,831		18,740		18,740		20,758		20,758		22,776		27,678		26,524		27,966		24,218		23,641		28,508		29,696		19,302		19,302		21,381		21,381				787,812		835,790		886,690		940,689		997,977		1,058,754		1,123,232



		Outbound order processing		23,894		24,890		16,179		16,179		17,921		17,921		19,663		23,894		22,899		24,143		20,908		20,410		24,611		25,637		16,664		16,664		18,458		18,458		20,253		24,611		23,586		24,868		21,535		21,022		25,350		26,406		17,164		17,164		19,012		19,012				700,532		743,194		788,455		836,472		887,413		941,457		998,791

		Assumptions/Basis for Projections

		Growth rate of sales fixed at 3% annually

		Estimated split between Supplier sales/receipts and NHSLC sales/receipts fixed at 95% supplier, 5% NHSLC

		Inbound handling quantity categories determined using SLC receipt data

		Storage days from receipt estimated based on inventory data provided in RFP
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To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: BAFO - Hat Trick Logistics
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Craig
 
Have a great weekend
 
Chris Brown
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
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I.              Financial 

 

This issue is highlighted in the Vendor pricing and Innovation Criterion, an area valued at 40 points.  The desired end result is that Product will be available in a timely manner and in the necessary amount at every state store and for every Licensee. RFP p. 34. It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution criterion in the requirement that the solution be, among other things, cost effective.

 

Using the template reviewed at your Phase II presentation, please provide your lowest possible rates.  

We have attached the template reviewed at our Phase II presentation as our lowest possible rates for the first 30 month contract period.  It is our hope that you find the revenue sharing and fee reductions provided in our template beneficial for the NHSLC and NH taxpayers.  As part of our Best and Final Offer, we would like to offer an enhanced revenue sharing arrangement for the NHSLC.  The structure of the enhancement would be as follows: the SLC would receive a 6% revenue share on inbound and storage bailment fees related to incremental volume over 5 million cases annually for the first 30 months of the contract period.  Therefore, the NHSLC would receive a 5% revenue share on bailment fees related to the first 5 million cases annually, and 6% revenue share on bailment fees related to volume over 5 million cases annually.    

 

Please confirm that those rates will not change for the first 30 months of the contract.  

Confirmed.

 

If possible, please submit an alternative rate structure that provides for rates over the entire twenty-year contract.

We feel the rate structure as reviewed in our Phase II presentation is the most appropriate template at this time.  We would welcome the opportunity for future 30 month contracts to present and collaborate with NHSLC on an alternative rate structure.  

            

 	Please confirm that the twenty-year rates will not change.

As requested by the NHSLC committee during our Phase II presentation, we agree to use the Northeast CPI as an annual adjuster to the subsequent 30month contract periods.  We understand the Northeast CPI to be an annual measure, and therefore we would adjust the subsequent 30 month contract based on the compounded increase in the Northeast CPI.  We also request the option to adjust the rates based on unforeseen expenses or events, including but not limited to a material change in warehouse bailment volume, a material change in NH legislation which may alter the current bailment model, a major IT platform change required by NHSLC.  

 

Other items of value:



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to engage in negotiations with the SLC and The State of NH to purchase the Storrs St Facility



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to engage in discussion with the SLC to develop and build a sampling and education room at the Merrimack Facility



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to offer the SLC office space at no cost for a period of time



Hat Trick Logistics recognizes that Green Building and Warehousing is a concept that continues to grow and become more acceptable nationally, especially in New Hampshire.  We feel that our experience with this concept may be mutually advantageous to the SLC, Hat Trick Logistics and the people of New Hampshire.  We’ve outlined some preliminary ideas below and hope you consider them positively as you make your vendor decision.



Potential Sustainability Initiatives:



Current Solar Power Projects include:

· Rutland VT warehouse has a 1.25 million KW Solar Array Design that is in the approving stages with State and local agencies.  This will be  roof and ground-mount system.  

· Keene, NH warehouse is in the process of having a Solar Array Feasibility studied completed.  Includes structural engineering, site analysis, panel recommendations and complete financial ROI.  System proposed would be 120,000 KW Solar Array.



Proposal: Undergo a detailed Solar Feasibility Study for the Hat Trick Logistics Warehouse.  This would include site review and analysis, structural engineering review, project proposal and ROI.  We believe this is worth considering because it is green energy, would offset traditional power, could save expenses in the future and aligns with the SLCs current focus on Green Stores.



Green Building  Proposal: Consider Green Building and Retrofitting Practices with some of the following agencies:



· NHSaves (www.nhsaves.com):  Offered by the electric utilities in NH for  both commercial and residential programs available.

· Gas Networks (www.gasnetworks.com):  Efficiency programs available to commercial and residential building owners.

· Pay for Performance (www.p4pnh.com):  Offers more comprehensive energy savings to include both thermal and electric.  Rebates and financing.

· BetterBuildings Program (www.betterbuildingsnh.com):  Offers grants and very low interest loans

· Other programs that have revolving loan funds for energy efficiency include: the Enterprise Energy Fund at CDFA and Energy Efficiency Loan Fund at BFA.



II.            Transition



This issue is highlighted in  the Vendor Experience & Qualifications/Transition Criterion, an area valued at 20 points.  It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution in the requirement that the Vendor demonstrate suitable financial strength, stability and capacity to undertake a sophisticated and capital intensive Warehouse operation with a very high degree of performance and in a timely manner.



Please confirm that the facility in your proposal and the solution for providing all services required by the RFP will be fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  



Confirmed.



Please confirm the identity of those individuals who will be located in New Hampshire during the construction of or transition to the proposed facility (Appendix C, III, p. 43).



Hat Trick Logistics LLC has attached two organizational charts.  Chart 1identifies the Hat Trick Logistics Transition Team that will be in place during the transition and implementation process.  This team will also be an integral part of the business during the first 30 months of operation.  All employees of Hat Trick as well as the individual companies are located in New Hampshire.    Ted Speas, part of our implementation team, resides in Florida.



If you have constructed or transitioned to a facility similar to the facility in your proposal please identify the project and provide contact information for your client (Appendix C, II, page 43 of the RFP). 



Members of Hat Trick Logistics have built new facilities or transitioned to different facilities due to organic growth, acquiring new brands, or opportunities run our businesses more efficiently:



Clarke Distributors: 



In 2009, g.Housen acquired a 120,000 square foot warehouse and distribution facility in Rutland, VT.  Consolidated the operations of two previously existing warehouses into the new facility.  Upgraded the building infrastructure with high-efficiency lighting and cooling systems, constructed a 5,000 square foot refrigerated cold-storage space within the building, installed racking to support the organization and storage of over 4,000 product SKU’s of wine, beer and non-alcohol products.   A large number of new hires were needed to accommodate this move in a very short time frame and it was accomplished efficiently and timely as to not interrupt the flow of business. 



New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.:

Expanded current warehouse two times to gain additional bulk storage and constructed a 4000 square foot barrel cooler. Retrofitted warehouse lighting with T-5 motion sensor lights and retrofitted warehouse space with case flow and static racking to better handle the explosion in number of SKU’s in the past 4 years.  Created individual pick spots and unique locations for all products to enable the use of VIP Warehouse Management Software including layered inventory and voice pick. Current plans to expand physical footprint by 40,000 square feet. 

Bellavance Beverage:

In 2004 Bellavance Beverage completed construction on 72,000 square foot climate controlled distribution facility. The current management team was involved in the design, layout and fit-up of the building. The facility incorporates a shrinkage compensating concrete slab, multiple types of racking and pick spots, energy efficient lighting, circulation fans and dock leveling equipment, a hospitality area and future expansion options. Operations were successfully transferred to this facility from the Company's previous location in a single weekend through teamwork and planning. The deliberate flexible design of the warehouse has allowed the Company to nearly double the number of SKUs it handles with minimal reconfiguration and disruption to work processes.





Theodore Speas: Relevant Projects

Chester Perishables Distribution Center Expansion – Chester, NY

350,000 sf refrigerated distribution center expansion



Nestle Waters North America, Poland Springs Bottling Plant – Hollis, Maine

320,000 sf plant and distribution center expansion including pre-form injection

molding, bottle blow molding, filling, packaging, and offices. LEED certified project



Atlanta General Merchandise Distribution Center – Lawrenceville, Georgia

550,000 sf automated DC. Role – Project Manager.



The RFP requires a separate transition b bond to cover any and all costs related to the transition. (RFP Section, 1.9, p. 10 as clarified by the April 18, 2012 clarificatiions).  



Please confirm that you will provide a transition bond for completion of all necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  

Confirmed. 

Securing the bond is not an issue but knowing the amount of the bond is critical for planning our operational budget



The amount of the bond will be discussed with any Vendor that is selected for contract negotiations.



      III        Contract performance bond



A contract performance bond is required by Section 1.9, page 11 of the RFP.  $1,000,000 was provided as an example of the amount of the contract performance bond.  The amount of the bond will be discussed with any vendor that is selected for contract negotiations.

Confirmed.  

Securing the bond is not an issue but knowing the amount of the bond is critical for planning our operational budget



IV.          Final Contract



The General Criterion provides for a review of whether the Vendor’s exceptions to the RFP are acceptable to the NHSLC. Section 1.19 provides for cancellation of selection for contract award based on a failure to reach agreement on contractual terms, etc. The NHSLC wants to move as quickly as possible to contract award. To that end, a rather full description of the final contract is set out below.  The current short-term warehouse services contract is attached to this email.  Because it is a short-term contract, the State agreed to certain terms that it may not agree to in a long-term contract.  The point is that the fewer exceptions that have been taken to either the RFP or the standard state contract, the more quickly a final document can be executed. 



The Standard State Contract is contained in Exhibit E of the RFP.  It is more frequently identified as Form P-37 and we will refer to it as such throughout this item but it is the same document that is contained in RFP Exhibit E.  The P-37 cannot be changed on its face.  At the end of this process, a P-37 will be signed by the parties. It will contain Exhibits A-F. 

If you look at Paragraph 2 of the P-37, you will see that Exhibit A is required to contain a particular description of the work to be performed by the Vendor.  Exhibit A will incorporate by reference the RFP and the Proposal.  The fewer exceptions taken to the RFP, the easier it will be to craft Exhibit A.  

Paragraph 5 of the P-37 requires Exhibit B to describe the method of payment and terms of payment.  It will incorporate the template that best suits the needs of the NHSLC.  [This template will be contained in Exhibit F.]  

Paragraph 22 of the P-37 allows changes to the P-37 if they are set forth in Exhibit C.  That is why Appendix E in the RFP is modified by Exhibit C.  Perhaps our effort to be consistent with the final product has caused more confusion than clarity.  

Other documents required by the RFP will be part of the contract such as certificates of insurance, the transition bond, the performance bond, a certificate of vote, a certificate of good standing, and a warehouse license. 

Exhibit D will be the RFP with all amendments and clarifications.

Exhibit E will be the winning proposal.

Exhibit F will be the price template.



Even if you have done so before, please identify and explain every exception that you intend to take.

 

Exceptions to NHSLC RFP 2012-14 and reasons for exception:



Section 1.5.8 is understood with the following exception:  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is a newly-formed entity, it does not have audited annual financial statements for the past three years.  As an alternative, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC submits the following information as evidence of its solvency and ability to conduct the large-scale operation anticipated by the RFP:  The three members comprising Hat Trick Logistics, LLC are wholesale distributors licensed by the NHSLC.  They each have met bonding, financial and other obligations required of NHSLC licensees, and are in good standing with the NHSLC.  Their individual and collective financial strength, as evidenced by the longevity of their respective companies and their solid business reputations, demonstrates that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is financially capable of providing the services described in the RFP.   In addition, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC has submitted a letter from the Rowley Insurance Agency in Section IV, 10 attesting to its familiarity with the Fiscal Year End Financial information of all three members of Hat Trick Logistics, LLCs and concluding that the company “is more than strong enough to offer the State of NH the financial stability and capacity to fund the proposed operation” described NHSLC RFP 2012-14.   Lastly, Hat Trick Logistics would be happy to answer NHSLC’s specific questions about Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s financial capabilities. 

Reason for exception:  As indicated above, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not have audited annual financial statements for the past three years.   Therefore, it has submitted an alternative method of demonstrating evidence of its solvency and ability to conduct the large-scale operation anticipated by the RFP.

Section 1.10.4 (Rate changes) is understood with the following exception:  delete from said Section 1.10.4 the words “limited to the CPI for the previous twelve (12) months and”.    

Add the following sentence after the second sentence of this section:

“In addition to the CPI for this region, the following information shall be considered by the parties in 

negotiating rate changes:    Hat Trick Logistics, LLC agrees to use the Northeast CPI as a cap on an annual adjuster to the subsequent 30 month contract periods.  We understand the Northeast CPI to be an annual measure, and therefore we would cap any adjustment to the subsequent 30 month contracts based on the compounded increase in the Northeast CPI.  We also request the option to adjust the rates beyond this cap based on unforeseen expenses or events, including but not limited to a material change in warehouse bailment volume, a material change in NH legislation which may alter the current bailment model, or a major IT platform migration mandated by NHSLC or the State of NH.  



Reason for exception:  Hat Trick Logistics, LLC believes the alternative language above is reasonable as it provides more flexibility to the parties to address unforeseen circumstances when negotiating rate changes than the RFP language (which limits those changes to the CPI for the previous 12 months.)  

Sections 1.20.4 and 1.20.5 are understood with following exceptions/additional language noted in italics:

1.20.4   The State shall immediately provide Contractor with written notice of any such funding shortfall.

Reason for exception:  To enable Hat Trick Logistics, LLC to make timely decisions to address the implications of the funding shortfall.

1.20.5   Contractor may cease providing Services to the State for which the State cannot or fails to make payment, and will not be obligated to resume provision of Services to the State if funding for continued payments under the Agreement is not obtained, including without limitation, funding for any arrearages.  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.

Reason for exception:  To recognize that in the event of insufficiency of state funding for the payment of contract services, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s remedies are not limited to cessation of services, but also include legal and equitable remedies. 

Section 1.22 is understood with the following exception/additional language noted in italics:

Each Vendor shall submit a guaranty in the amount of $50,000 which may be in the form of a bid bond or certified check made payable to the NHSLC.  By submitting a Proposal, each Vendor pledges to enter into a contract with the NHSLC on the terms stated in the RFP to the extent the Proposal accepts such terms.  If a selected Vendor fails or refuses to enter into such a contract without just cause, the amount of the Proposal guaranty shall be forfeited to the NHSLC as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty.  The determination of whether a Vendor has just cause is in the sole discretion of the Chairman of the NHSLC.  If the above-referenced Proposal guaranty is forfeited by the Vendor, the NHSLC shall have no further cause of action against the Vendor for the Vendor’s failure or refusal to enter into a contract without just cause.

Reason for exception:  To clarify that full extent of Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s liability for its failure execute a contract without just cause is limited to the proposal guaranty, and that NHSLC cannot maintain a cause of action against Hat Trick for such failure.



 	Section 3.0.3 (Conducting Business with the NHSLC):  Exception:  The following language is substituted for that contained in Section 3.0.3 of the RFP:

Vendor shall provide data-transfer capability at all times except as reasonably necessary for system and file maintenance. Such down time will be scheduled so as to not disrupt normal business operations and will be communicated in advance. 

Vendor acknowledges both the ability and desire to accommodate periodic updates and enhancements to NHSLC and Warehouse computer and software systems. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively to plan and implement updates, enhancements and transitions. Large scale changes and/or migration to new systems can have significant cost implications for both parties and may necessitate adjustments to the Warehouse fee schedule. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively identify, fund and implement large scale changes or migrations that will improve the overall operations for both parties. 

	Reason for exception:  Hat Trick Logistics, LLC believes the above language protects both parties as it offers them more flexibility than the RFP language for dealing with necessary updates and enhancements to computer and software systems.

Section 3.0.11 is understood with the following exception/additional language proposed to be inserted into the third paragraph and noted below in italics:

All reasonable costs associated with the transfer of Product and control from the existing Warehouse (s) (“old”) to the Warehouse of the successful Vendor (“new”), including handling and incurred within 150 days from the effective date of the contract shall be borne by the NHSLC at its discretion. Such costs shall not be borne by the new Vendor.  In an effort to avoid charging the NHSLC or Suppliers duplicate storage fees, storage charges for transferred Product shall not accrue until the first day of the month following the end of the transfer.

Reason for exception:  To clarify that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is not responsible for costs associated with transferring product from the existing warehouse to  Hat Trick’s warehouse.

Section 3.0.14 (Fire) is understood.  Further response:  The warehouse will use a combination of fire suppression systems, including Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) wet system for fire suppression.  Sprinkler specifications for the warehouse facility are contained in Section IV, 9.  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not currently occupy the warehouse, it does not have current certifications for the fire protection systems or permits for the storage of flammable liquids, and therefore takes exception to the RPF request for such certifications and permits.  However, should the warehouse contract be awarded to Hat Trick Logistics, LLC, all necessary permits will be obtained and applicable codes, regulations and statutes will be followed. Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will coordinate these activities with the Merrimack Fire Department and other state and local officials and agencies as necessary. 

Reason for exception/further response:  Section 3.0.14 of the RFP requires that proposals detail and include current certification for fire protection systems.  As indicated above, because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not currently occupy the warehouse, it does not have current certifications for the fire protection systems or permits for the storage of flammable liquids. 



The provisions of RFP Appendix E as amended by Exhibit C are understood subject to the following exceptions:

 Paragraph 3.3.1.4:   Add the following words at the end of the first sentence of said paragraph:  and shall not be borne by the Contractor.

	Reason for exception: To clarify that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will not be responsible for transition service costs and expenses that are properly the responsibility of NHSLC and/or the new contractor.  

Paragraph 4.2: Add the following sentence at the end thereof:  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.

Reason for exception:  To recognize that in the event of insufficiency of state funding for the payment of contract services, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s remedies are not limited to cessation of services, but also include legal and equitable remedies. 

Paragraph 8

In Exhibit C in the RFP State Funding, it talks about state shortfalls, should it or could it address the occurrences below: 

Material breach by NHSLC shall include, but not be limited to, any action taken by the State of New Hampshire and/or NHSLC that result in the privatization, elimination or material change in the bailment warehouse system that existed at the time this contract was executed. 

Reasons for exception:  Hat Trick will be required to invest substantial funds to perform its obligations under the contract.  This investment is made with the assumption that the current liquor warehouse bailment system will continue throughout the term of the contract.  In the event that the current system is privatized, eliminated or otherwise materially changed, and if Hat Trick Logistics, LLC suffers damages as a result, Hat Trick will pursue its remedies.  This clarification will assist Hat Trick in doing so.   

***If current language in the RFP exists to address these concerns than Hat Trick will waive this exception.

  

	Appendix K:  High Level Product and Information Flow



All items in RFP Appendix K are answered as “understood.” Additional language/exceptions are noted below:

  

Hat Trick Logistics has identified Vermont Information Processing (VIP) of Colchester, Vermont as its preferred IT provider for the warehouse management and reporting system.  We are confident that VIP can deliver the required reliability and functionality.  However, given additional clarifications needed on certain aspects of the RFP, Hat Trick Logistics reserves the right to select an alternate IT provider or providers that will fully meet the requirements of the RFP.  

The work process will be driven by Vermont Information Processing’s (VIP) software suite. The software is UNIX based and runs on the IBM AS-400 platform. Our experience with this software and hardware over the past 20+ years has proven this combination to be incredibly reliable. We will utilize an ASP model with VIP hosting our system at their Colchester, VT, facility. VIP currently has 140 customers using their ASP solution. Security and redundancy meet or exceed industry standards. A complete, redundant hosting facility is located 10 miles from their Colchester location. A full failover test was successfully conducted in March 2012 with all ASP customers moved to the backup location, run for a 28 day period on the backup box and then restored to the production box. The backup facility is scheduled to move to the greater Boston area in early 2013 to add additional distance from the production site.

Connectivity to the ASP will be through a bonded T1 pair and/or Comcast fiber internet. Backup connectivity will be through the Verizon 4G LTE wireless network. Hat Trick member companies are located in close proximity (Nashua, Concord, Keene) to the warehouse and offer an additional level of connectivity and processing backup.

The inventory, receiving, picking and loading processes are explained elsewhere in this Response/Proposal. Order processing and validation will follow a similar flow as used in current members’ warehouse operations. Properly submitted and formatted orders are uploaded – notification of successful upload or rejection is sent to SLC. The assigned staff processes uploaded order data against the required exception standards (authorized to order, scheduled delivery day, credit availability, etc). Final order acceptance confirmation is sent back to SLC. Accepted orders are submitted to the routing and picking module for further processing ending in the generation of a virtual pick “ticket”. The picking process then begins.



High Level Product and Information Flow

· Warehouse and NHSLC may agree to provide Broker and Supplier reports via Warehouse’s web server provided it meets the specified reporting requirements.



Process for On Line Orders Overview

· Live connectivity by the NHSLC Internet Ordering system into the Warehouse Ordering System will be permitted provided such connectivity can be accomplished in a manner that does not jeopardize the security or integrity of the Warehouse Order system

· Further clarification is required as to what “validation” of Customer, Brand Master and Price must occur prior to order processing; the Warehouse does not generate invoices, only shipping reports, further clarification is needed regarding any involvement of the Warehouse with pricing 

· Further clarification of Credit review and approval process by Warehouse is required

· An understanding of the record format required by the NHSLC for Warehouse confirmation back to the Internet Ordering system is needed prior to committing to a 30 second turn around time for such confirmation



Process for Batch Orders Overview

· NHSLC is responsible for orders transmitted by the NHSLC Internet Order system that are rejected due to incompleteness, inaccuracy or corruption by the NHSLC system

· Further clarification of Credit review and approval process by Warehouse is required

Process for Shipping Orders Overview



· Warehouse will combine all orders for Licensees and NHSLC stores into single shipments provided such multiple orders are received within an agreed upon window and prior to the initial order being assigned to a pick ticket; multiple orders for same-day picking will be viewed as the exception rather than the rule recognizing that such ordering can adversely impact service and costs

· It is preferred that the Warehouse system generate and assign sequential shipping numbers for each shipment and that the Warehouse provide the NHSLC with the list of shipping numbers on a yearly basis

· There is a potential for cost-savings sharing by reducing or eliminating paper Shipping Orders and utilizing electronic shipping documents

Inventory Management (Brand Management, General Management, Warehouse Receiving, NHSLC Breakage, Vendor Breakage)

Brand Management

· Warehouse reserves right to refuse products from unapproved vendors

· NHSLC shall provide reasonable notification (24 hours) to Warehouse of brands or shipments suspended by NHSLC

General Management

· Further clarification is needed on Blanket Purchase Orders



Warehouse Receiving

· There is a potential for cost-savings sharing by reducing or eliminating paper Warehouse Receipt documents and utilizing electronic receipt documents

Vendor Breakage

· Warehouse will work with Vendor to remove product so required by NHSLC. If after 21 days from date of notification Vendor has not removed product or made acceptable arrangements for its removal, Warehouse may destroy product and update the perpetual inventory file with the appropriate status change

Warehouse System Requirements: Operation Requirements (Quantities, Bailment Stock, Physical Inventory, Cycle Inventory, Data Processing Requirements, Shipping Labels, Single Bottle Picks, Inventory Report)

Operation Requirements

· Data Processing Requirements

· NHSLC will discuss contemplated changes to the manner and content of data exchange with Warehouse and both will work collaboratively to implement changes and/or identify alternate solutions

General Reporting Requirements:  Broker/Supplier, Licensee Orders





Broker / Supplier

· Warehouse and NHSLC may agree to provide Broker and Supplier reports via Warehouse’s web server provided it meets the specified reporting requirements

· Live connectivity by the NHSLC and Suppliers/Brokers into the Warehouse Ordering and Inventory System will be permitted provided such connectivity can be accomplished in a manner that does not jeopardize the security or integrity of the Warehouse Order system

Reason for exceptions:  Reliability and functionality of the overall Warehouse management system are critical to successful operation. Security of data transmissions and integrity of data transmitted are integral to this system. Additional clarification is needed in several areas as noted to insure optimal function of the picking, inventory and reporting systems. Efficient warehouse operation is required to deliver projected operating results and certain exceptions are noted to support this. Cost saving measures will prove beneficial to both parties and should be explored through further discussion. Hat Trick is capable of satisfying all technical requirements of the RFP within its proposed pricing schedule.



      V         Performance of contract  



Any Vendor selected for contract discussions will be required to submit to a standard background check performed by Liberty Screening Services, LTD.  A sample form is attached. The background check will be performed for all the individuals who will participate in the transition phase as well as the first 30 months of operation.  It will also be performed for parent organizations, if you are a new entity.



Please confirm that you and your employees will submit to the background check

Confirmed



Appendix C, III. P. 43 of the RFP requested the physical location of each person during the time they will be working on the project. 



Please confirm the identity of the persons who will be located in New Hampshire to run the proposed facility for the first 30 months. 

Hat Trick Logistics LLC has attached two organizational charts.  Chart 2 identifies  the Hat Trick Logistics  Team that will be an integral part of the business during the first 30 months of operation.  All employees of Hat Trick as well as the individual companies are located in New Hampshire.    Ted Speas, part of our implementation team, resides in Florida, but will make several trips to NH and is available via email and phone.



The Vendor is required to identify a redundant warehouse site in the event of natural or man-made disasters (RFP APP C XIII, P.48)



Please identify your redundant warehouse site.

Hat Trick will utilize the existing warehouses of its members as redundant sites in the event of a natural or man-made disaster that impacts the operation of the primary warehouse. The locations of these sites in order of proximity to the primary warehouse: Nashua, Concord and Keene.  There are additional warehouse properties owned by Hat Trick members in Nashua and Concord that could also be used. Finally, Hat Trick will work to develop a longer-term contingency plan that includes utilization of out-of-state wine and spirits warehouses for order fulfillment. 



If you have any questions regarding this email, please contact me.  Thank you.




From: Stephen J. Judge
To: "Chris Brown"
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley; John D. Bunnell
Subject: BAFO Hat Trick
Date: Monday, July 30, 2012 2:51:40 PM

Dear Chris
 
 
Craig is unavailable and asked me to set out the process for this week. 
The NHSLC Commissioners have selected you to participate in the Best
and Final Offer (BAFO) phase of the RFP.  The Evaluation Committee
is authorized to enter into pre-selection discussions. RFP Section 4.7 a.
1. p. 36. 
This phase will begin with a written request.  This request may be the
only opportunity to improve your proposal.  You may revise your
proposal as a result of this request. RFP page 36.
The written request will be an email from Craig.  The current plan is to
send out the email by cob tomorrow with your response due by noon on
Friday.
 
Steve
 
 
 
*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC
95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Best & Final Offer (Hat Trick)
Date: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:43:16 PM
Attachments: nhlc background check.doc

Clean Law Warehouse Contract Eff 5-1-12.pdf

Dear Chris:
 
As you were previously informed, the NHSLC Commissioners have selected you to
participate in the Best and Final Offer (BAFO) phase of the RFP.  The Evaluation
Committee is authorized to enter into pre-selection discussions (RFP Section 4.7 a. 1. p.
36).  This phase will begin with a written request.  This request may be the only
opportunity to improve your proposal.  You may revise your proposal as a result of this
request (RFP page 36).
 
We must receive written answers by Friday, August 3, 2012.
 
You are encouraged to review your entire proposal and improve it to the advantage of the
State. There are several areas on which we are specifically focused in order to identify the
Proposal that is the most advantageous to the State of New Hampshire.
 

I.              Financial
 

This issue is highlighted in the Vendor pricing and Innovation Criterion, an area
valued at 40 points.  The desired end result is that Product will be available in a
timely manner and in the necessary amount at every state store and for every
Licensee. RFP p. 34. It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution criterion in
the requirement that the solution be, among other things, cost effective.
 
Using the template reviewed at your Phase II presentation, please provide
your lowest possible rates. 

 
Please confirm that those rates will not change for the first 30 months of the
contract. 

 
If possible, please submit an alternative rate structure that provides for rates
over the entire twenty-year contract.

 
Please confirm that the twenty-year rates will not change.
 

II.            Transition
 

This issue is highlighted in  the Vendor Experience & Qualifications/Transition
Criterion, an area valued at 20 points.  It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall
Solution in the requirement that the Vendor demonstrate suitable financial strength,
stability and capacity to undertake a sophisticated and capital intensive Warehouse
operation with a very high degree of performance and in a timely manner.
 
Please confirm that the facility in your proposal and the solution for providing
all services required by the RFP will be fully operational on or before October

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:cbrown@nhdist.com

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION 


TO:  LIBERTY SCREENING SERVICES L.T.D.

 


Ph: 713-980-1751, 888-961-9990


  


Fax:  713-961-9889, 800-640-9837

 AUTHORIZATION AND RELEASE/WAIVER OF INFORMATION AGREEMENT


PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLACK INK.     PLEASE VERIFY THAT ALL INFORMATION IS CORRECT!


 Name:  _______________________________________

Social Security Number: 
 __ __ __ - __ __ - __ __ __ __


 Driver License  ______________________________ State ______

Date of Birth:
_________________________________


RESIDENCES FOR PREVIOUS SEVEN YEARS  (Starting with current)


 Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________   _________  How long?


                       STREET                                        
APT                                        CITY                                   
STATE             ZIP


 Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________  _________   How long?


                       STREET                                        
APT                                        CITY                                   
STATE            ZIP


 Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________   _________  How long?


                       STREET                                        
APT                                        CITY                                   
STATE             ZIP



- In connection with my employment/application for employment with THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION, I fully understand this release acknowledges that THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION and/or LIBERTY SCREENING SERVICES, LTD, may now, or at any time while I am employed, conduct a public record(s)/research report containing information for verification of prior employment (including names and dates of previous employers, reason for termination of employment, work experience, accidents, etc.), academic achievement, financial history, use of a motor vehicle and driving record, worker’s compensation claims, credit, bankruptcy proceedings, criminal records,  general background and personal character, from federal, state and other agencies which maintain such records; as well as information from Liberty concerning previous driving record requested made by others from such state agencies, and state provided driving records.


- All background information obtained shall be utilized to assist in verification of the employment application and post job offer medical inquiry.  Retrieval and usage of this information complies with the Equal Opportunity Commission, Americans With Disabilities Act and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (Laws, Rules and Regulations), as amended 9/30/97.  THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate as to race, color, gender, national or religious origin, age or Americans with disabilities.  I hereby declare that the answers to the questions of my application and related paperwork which I have been asked to complete, and any attachments to same, are true and correct and that any misstatements of fact(s) or omission(s) may form the basis for rejection of my application, or for my dismissal after employment.


- I AUTHORIZE, WITHOUT RESERVATION, ANY PARTY OR AGENCY CONTACTED BY LIBERTY SCREENING SERVICES, LTD, TO FURNISH THE ABOVE MENTIONED INFORMATION.  I AUTHORIZE A PHOTOSTAT (OR FACSIMILE “FAX”) OF THIS RELEASE TO BE CONSIDERED AS EFFECTIVE AS THE ORIGINAL.  ALL RESULTS WILL BE PROPRIETARY AND HELD CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL NOT BE PROVIDED TO ANY PARTIES OTHER THAN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION OR ITS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES.  I VOLUNTARILY WAIVE ALL RECOURSE AND RELEASE THE REQUESTED PARTIES FROM LIABILITY FOR COMPLYING WITH THE REQUEST/RELEASE.  I AUTHORIZE LIBERTY SCREENING SERVICES, LTD, TO PROVIDE THE RESULTS OF SAID INFORMATION TO THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION OR ITS REPRESENTATIVE(S).  I FURTHER RELEASE THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE LIQUOR COMMISSION AND LIBERTY, AS WELL AS THEIR REPRESENTATIVES, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY FROM THE RESULTS AND PREPARATION OF ANY REPORTS CONCERNING MYSELF OR MY BACKGROUND. THE FACTS SET FORTH BY ME IN THIS APPLICATION ARE TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.


· I have the right to make a request to Liberty, upon proper identification, to request the nature and substance of all information in its files on me at the time of my request, including the sources of information; and the recipients of any reports on me which Liberty has previously furnished within the two-year period preceding my request.  I hereby consent to your obtaining the above information from Liberty, and I agree that such information, which Liberty obtains, and my employment history with you if I am hired, will be supplied by Liberty to other companies that subscribed to Liberty.  I hereby authorize procurement of consumer report(s).  If hired (or contracted), this authorization shall remain on file and shall serve as ongoing authorization for you to procure consumer reports at any time during my employment (or contract) period.


I am employed in, seeking employment in, or reside in Minnesota or Oklahoma, and by checking this box, indicate that I would like to receive a copy of any Consumer Report about me, if one is obtained by Requestor.  (

I understand that if I am employed in, seeking employment in, or reside in California, by signing below, I acknowledge that I have received a NOTICE REGARDING BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA LAW. By checking this box, I indicate that I would like to receive a copy of any Investigative Consumer Report about me, if one is obtained by Requestor. (  


I acknowledge receipt of a copy of Article 23-A of New York Correction Law. 

Signature: ___________________________________

Date: _________________________
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31, 2013. 
 

Please confirm the identity of those individuals who will be located in New
Hampshire during the construction of or transition to the proposed facility
(Appendix C, III, p. 43).  

 
If you have constructed or transitioned to a facility similar to the facility in
your proposal please identify the project and provide contact information for
your client (Appendix C, II, page 43 of the RFP).
 
The RFP requires a separate transition bond to cover any and all costs related to
the transition. (RFP Section, 1.9, p. 10 as clarified by the April 18, 2012
clarificatiions). 
 
Please confirm that you will provide a transition bond for completion of all
necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31,
2013. 

 
The amount of the bond will be discussed with any Vendor that is selected for
contract negotiations.

 
      III        Contract performance bond
 

A contract performance bond is required by Section 1.9, page 11 of the RFP. 
$1,000,000 was provided as an example of the amount of the contract performance
bond.  The amount of the bond will be discussed with any vendor that is selected
for contract negotiations.

 
 

IV.          Final Contract
 

The General Criterion provides for a review of whether the Vendor’s exceptions to
the RFP are acceptable to the NHSLC. Section 1.19 provides for cancellation of
selection for contract award based on a failure to reach agreement on contractual
terms, etc. The NHSLC wants to move as quickly as possible to contract award. To
that end, a rather full description of the final contract is set out below.  The current
short-term warehouse services contract is attached to this email.  Because it is a
short-term contract, the State agreed to certain terms that it may not agree to in a
long-term contract.  The point is that the fewer exceptions that have been taken to
either the RFP or the standard state contract, the more quickly a final document can
be executed. 

 
The Standard State Contract is contained in Exhibit E of the RFP.  It is more
frequently identified as Form P-37 and we will refer to it as such throughout this
item but it is the same document that is contained in RFP Exhibit E.  The P-37
cannot be changed on its face.  At the end of this process, a P-37 will be signed by
the parties. It will contain Exhibits A-F.
If you look at Paragraph 2 of the P-37, you will see that Exhibit A is required to
contain a particular description of the work to be performed by the Vendor.  Exhibit
A will incorporate by reference the RFP and the Proposal.  The fewer exceptions



taken to the RFP, the easier it will be to craft Exhibit A. 
Paragraph 5 of the P-37 requires Exhibit B to describe the method of payment and
terms of payment.  It will incorporate the template that best suits the needs of the
NHSLC.  [This template will be contained in Exhibit F.]  
Paragraph 22 of the P-37 allows changes to the P-37 if they are set forth in Exhibit
C.  That is why Appendix E in the RFP is modified by Exhibit C.  Perhaps our effort
to be consistent with the final product has caused more confusion than clarity. 
Other documents required by the RFP will be part of the contract such as
certificates of insurance, the transition bond, the performance bond, a certificate of
vote, a certificate of good standing, and a warehouse license.
Exhibit D will be the RFP with all amendments and clarifications.
Exhibit E will be the winning proposal.
Exhibit F will be the price template.

 
 

Even if you have done so before, please identify and explain every exception
that you intend to take.

 
 
      V         Performance of contract 
 

Any Vendor selected for contract discussions will be required to submit to a
standard background check performed by Liberty Screening Services, LTD.  A
sample form is attached. The background check will be performed for all the
individuals who will participate in the transition phase as well as the first 30 months
of operation.  It will also be performed for parent organizations, if you are a new
entity.

 
Please confirm that you and your employees will submit to the background

check
 

Appendix C, III. P. 43 of the RFP requested the physical location of each person
during the time they will be working on the project.

 
Please confirm the identity of the persons who will be located in New
Hampshire to run the proposed facility for the first 30 months.

 
The Vendor is required to identify a redundant warehouse site in the event of
natural or man-made disasters (RFP APP C XIII, P.48)

 
Please identify your redundant warehouse site.

 
If you have any questions regarding this email, please contact me.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration



NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Bond Question
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 4:05:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

The RFP references a bond of $1,000,000.  As we finalize our best and final offer we are basing our
financials on a realistic range of the bond around that figure.  Last week Steve Judge referenced
20,000,000 Bond……was this figure real or inflated? 
 
At this point Hat Trick sees no problem in bonding either level, but the difference in amount for the
bond is significant and can change our operating budget significantly.
 
Can you give clarification or possibly a range where that is?
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
 

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: FW: BAFO Hat Trick Logistics
Date: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:37:05 PM
Attachments: Hat Trick Org Chart 1.pdf

Hat Trick Org Chart 2.pdf
ANSWers 08032012.docx
image001.png

 
Craig
 
Just making sure you received this.
 
Have a great weekend
 
Chris Brown
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
 

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
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I.              Financial 

 

This issue is highlighted in the Vendor pricing and Innovation Criterion, an area valued at 40 points.  The desired end result is that Product will be available in a timely manner and in the necessary amount at every state store and for every Licensee. RFP p. 34. It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution criterion in the requirement that the solution be, among other things, cost effective.

 

Using the template reviewed at your Phase II presentation, please provide your lowest possible rates.  

We have attached the template reviewed at our Phase II presentation as our lowest possible rates for the first 30 month contract period.  It is our hope that you find the revenue sharing and fee reductions provided in our template beneficial for the NHSLC and NH taxpayers.  As part of our Best and Final Offer, we would like to offer an enhanced revenue sharing arrangement for the NHSLC.  The structure of the enhancement would be as follows: the SLC would receive a 6% revenue share on inbound and storage bailment fees related to incremental volume over 5 million cases annually for the first 30 months of the contract period.  Therefore, the NHSLC would receive a 5% revenue share on bailment fees related to the first 5 million cases annually, and 6% revenue share on bailment fees related to volume over 5 million cases annually.    

 

Please confirm that those rates will not change for the first 30 months of the contract.  

Confirmed.

 

If possible, please submit an alternative rate structure that provides for rates over the entire twenty-year contract.

We feel the rate structure as reviewed in our Phase II presentation is the most appropriate template at this time.  We would welcome the opportunity for future 30 month contracts to present and collaborate with NHSLC on an alternative rate structure.  

            

 	Please confirm that the twenty-year rates will not change.

As requested by the NHSLC committee during our Phase II presentation, we agree to use the Northeast CPI as an annual adjuster to the subsequent 30month contract periods.  We understand the Northeast CPI to be an annual measure, and therefore we would adjust the subsequent 30 month contract based on the compounded increase in the Northeast CPI.  We also request the option to adjust the rates based on unforeseen expenses or events, including but not limited to a material change in warehouse bailment volume, a material change in NH legislation which may alter the current bailment model, a major IT platform change required by NHSLC.  

 

Other items of value:



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to engage in negotiations with the SLC and The State of NH to purchase the Storrs St Facility



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to engage in discussion with the SLC to develop and build a sampling and education room at the Merrimack Facility



Hat Trick Logistics is willing to offer the SLC office space at no cost for a period of time



Hat Trick Logistics recognizes that Green Building and Warehousing is a concept that continues to grow and become more acceptable nationally, especially in New Hampshire.  We feel that our experience with this concept may be mutually advantageous to the SLC, Hat Trick Logistics and the people of New Hampshire.  We’ve outlined some preliminary ideas below and hope you consider them positively as you make your vendor decision.



Potential Sustainability Initiatives:



Current Solar Power Projects include:

· Rutland VT warehouse has a 1.25 million KW Solar Array Design that is in the approving stages with State and local agencies.  This will be  roof and ground-mount system.  

· Keene, NH warehouse is in the process of having a Solar Array Feasibility studied completed.  Includes structural engineering, site analysis, panel recommendations and complete financial ROI.  System proposed would be 120,000 KW Solar Array.



Proposal: Undergo a detailed Solar Feasibility Study for the Hat Trick Logistics Warehouse.  This would include site review and analysis, structural engineering review, project proposal and ROI.  We believe this is worth considering because it is green energy, would offset traditional power, could save expenses in the future and aligns with the SLCs current focus on Green Stores.



Green Building  Proposal: Consider Green Building and Retrofitting Practices with some of the following agencies:



· NHSaves (www.nhsaves.com):  Offered by the electric utilities in NH for  both commercial and residential programs available.

· Gas Networks (www.gasnetworks.com):  Efficiency programs available to commercial and residential building owners.

· Pay for Performance (www.p4pnh.com):  Offers more comprehensive energy savings to include both thermal and electric.  Rebates and financing.

· BetterBuildings Program (www.betterbuildingsnh.com):  Offers grants and very low interest loans

· Other programs that have revolving loan funds for energy efficiency include: the Enterprise Energy Fund at CDFA and Energy Efficiency Loan Fund at BFA.



II.            Transition



This issue is highlighted in  the Vendor Experience & Qualifications/Transition Criterion, an area valued at 20 points.  It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution in the requirement that the Vendor demonstrate suitable financial strength, stability and capacity to undertake a sophisticated and capital intensive Warehouse operation with a very high degree of performance and in a timely manner.



Please confirm that the facility in your proposal and the solution for providing all services required by the RFP will be fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  



Confirmed.



Please confirm the identity of those individuals who will be located in New Hampshire during the construction of or transition to the proposed facility (Appendix C, III, p. 43).



Hat Trick Logistics LLC has attached two organizational charts.  Chart 1identifies the Hat Trick Logistics Transition Team that will be in place during the transition and implementation process.  This team will also be an integral part of the business during the first 30 months of operation.  All employees of Hat Trick as well as the individual companies are located in New Hampshire.    Ted Speas, part of our implementation team, resides in Florida.



If you have constructed or transitioned to a facility similar to the facility in your proposal please identify the project and provide contact information for your client (Appendix C, II, page 43 of the RFP). 



Members of Hat Trick Logistics have built new facilities or transitioned to different facilities due to organic growth, acquiring new brands, or opportunities run our businesses more efficiently:



Clarke Distributors: 



In 2009, g.Housen acquired a 120,000 square foot warehouse and distribution facility in Rutland, VT.  Consolidated the operations of two previously existing warehouses into the new facility.  Upgraded the building infrastructure with high-efficiency lighting and cooling systems, constructed a 5,000 square foot refrigerated cold-storage space within the building, installed racking to support the organization and storage of over 4,000 product SKU’s of wine, beer and non-alcohol products.   A large number of new hires were needed to accommodate this move in a very short time frame and it was accomplished efficiently and timely as to not interrupt the flow of business. 



New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.:

Expanded current warehouse two times to gain additional bulk storage and constructed a 4000 square foot barrel cooler. Retrofitted warehouse lighting with T-5 motion sensor lights and retrofitted warehouse space with case flow and static racking to better handle the explosion in number of SKU’s in the past 4 years.  Created individual pick spots and unique locations for all products to enable the use of VIP Warehouse Management Software including layered inventory and voice pick. Current plans to expand physical footprint by 40,000 square feet. 

Bellavance Beverage:

In 2004 Bellavance Beverage completed construction on 72,000 square foot climate controlled distribution facility. The current management team was involved in the design, layout and fit-up of the building. The facility incorporates a shrinkage compensating concrete slab, multiple types of racking and pick spots, energy efficient lighting, circulation fans and dock leveling equipment, a hospitality area and future expansion options. Operations were successfully transferred to this facility from the Company's previous location in a single weekend through teamwork and planning. The deliberate flexible design of the warehouse has allowed the Company to nearly double the number of SKUs it handles with minimal reconfiguration and disruption to work processes.





Theodore Speas: Relevant Projects

Chester Perishables Distribution Center Expansion – Chester, NY

350,000 sf refrigerated distribution center expansion



Nestle Waters North America, Poland Springs Bottling Plant – Hollis, Maine

320,000 sf plant and distribution center expansion including pre-form injection

molding, bottle blow molding, filling, packaging, and offices. LEED certified project



Atlanta General Merchandise Distribution Center – Lawrenceville, Georgia

550,000 sf automated DC. Role – Project Manager.



The RFP requires a separate transition b bond to cover any and all costs related to the transition. (RFP Section, 1.9, p. 10 as clarified by the April 18, 2012 clarificatiions).  



Please confirm that you will provide a transition bond for completion of all necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  

Confirmed. 

Securing the bond is not an issue but knowing the amount of the bond is critical for planning our operational budget



The amount of the bond will be discussed with any Vendor that is selected for contract negotiations.



      III        Contract performance bond



A contract performance bond is required by Section 1.9, page 11 of the RFP.  $1,000,000 was provided as an example of the amount of the contract performance bond.  The amount of the bond will be discussed with any vendor that is selected for contract negotiations.

Confirmed.  

Securing the bond is not an issue but knowing the amount of the bond is critical for planning our operational budget



IV.          Final Contract



The General Criterion provides for a review of whether the Vendor’s exceptions to the RFP are acceptable to the NHSLC. Section 1.19 provides for cancellation of selection for contract award based on a failure to reach agreement on contractual terms, etc. The NHSLC wants to move as quickly as possible to contract award. To that end, a rather full description of the final contract is set out below.  The current short-term warehouse services contract is attached to this email.  Because it is a short-term contract, the State agreed to certain terms that it may not agree to in a long-term contract.  The point is that the fewer exceptions that have been taken to either the RFP or the standard state contract, the more quickly a final document can be executed. 



The Standard State Contract is contained in Exhibit E of the RFP.  It is more frequently identified as Form P-37 and we will refer to it as such throughout this item but it is the same document that is contained in RFP Exhibit E.  The P-37 cannot be changed on its face.  At the end of this process, a P-37 will be signed by the parties. It will contain Exhibits A-F. 

If you look at Paragraph 2 of the P-37, you will see that Exhibit A is required to contain a particular description of the work to be performed by the Vendor.  Exhibit A will incorporate by reference the RFP and the Proposal.  The fewer exceptions taken to the RFP, the easier it will be to craft Exhibit A.  

Paragraph 5 of the P-37 requires Exhibit B to describe the method of payment and terms of payment.  It will incorporate the template that best suits the needs of the NHSLC.  [This template will be contained in Exhibit F.]  

Paragraph 22 of the P-37 allows changes to the P-37 if they are set forth in Exhibit C.  That is why Appendix E in the RFP is modified by Exhibit C.  Perhaps our effort to be consistent with the final product has caused more confusion than clarity.  

Other documents required by the RFP will be part of the contract such as certificates of insurance, the transition bond, the performance bond, a certificate of vote, a certificate of good standing, and a warehouse license. 

Exhibit D will be the RFP with all amendments and clarifications.

Exhibit E will be the winning proposal.

Exhibit F will be the price template.



Even if you have done so before, please identify and explain every exception that you intend to take.

 

Exceptions to NHSLC RFP 2012-14 and reasons for exception:



Section 1.5.8 is understood with the following exception:  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is a newly-formed entity, it does not have audited annual financial statements for the past three years.  As an alternative, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC submits the following information as evidence of its solvency and ability to conduct the large-scale operation anticipated by the RFP:  The three members comprising Hat Trick Logistics, LLC are wholesale distributors licensed by the NHSLC.  They each have met bonding, financial and other obligations required of NHSLC licensees, and are in good standing with the NHSLC.  Their individual and collective financial strength, as evidenced by the longevity of their respective companies and their solid business reputations, demonstrates that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is financially capable of providing the services described in the RFP.   In addition, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC has submitted a letter from the Rowley Insurance Agency in Section IV, 10 attesting to its familiarity with the Fiscal Year End Financial information of all three members of Hat Trick Logistics, LLCs and concluding that the company “is more than strong enough to offer the State of NH the financial stability and capacity to fund the proposed operation” described NHSLC RFP 2012-14.   Lastly, Hat Trick Logistics would be happy to answer NHSLC’s specific questions about Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s financial capabilities. 

Reason for exception:  As indicated above, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not have audited annual financial statements for the past three years.   Therefore, it has submitted an alternative method of demonstrating evidence of its solvency and ability to conduct the large-scale operation anticipated by the RFP.

Section 1.10.4 (Rate changes) is understood with the following exception:  delete from said Section 1.10.4 the words “limited to the CPI for the previous twelve (12) months and”.    

Add the following sentence after the second sentence of this section:

“In addition to the CPI for this region, the following information shall be considered by the parties in 

negotiating rate changes:    Hat Trick Logistics, LLC agrees to use the Northeast CPI as a cap on an annual adjuster to the subsequent 30 month contract periods.  We understand the Northeast CPI to be an annual measure, and therefore we would cap any adjustment to the subsequent 30 month contracts based on the compounded increase in the Northeast CPI.  We also request the option to adjust the rates beyond this cap based on unforeseen expenses or events, including but not limited to a material change in warehouse bailment volume, a material change in NH legislation which may alter the current bailment model, or a major IT platform migration mandated by NHSLC or the State of NH.  



Reason for exception:  Hat Trick Logistics, LLC believes the alternative language above is reasonable as it provides more flexibility to the parties to address unforeseen circumstances when negotiating rate changes than the RFP language (which limits those changes to the CPI for the previous 12 months.)  

Sections 1.20.4 and 1.20.5 are understood with following exceptions/additional language noted in italics:

1.20.4   The State shall immediately provide Contractor with written notice of any such funding shortfall.

Reason for exception:  To enable Hat Trick Logistics, LLC to make timely decisions to address the implications of the funding shortfall.

1.20.5   Contractor may cease providing Services to the State for which the State cannot or fails to make payment, and will not be obligated to resume provision of Services to the State if funding for continued payments under the Agreement is not obtained, including without limitation, funding for any arrearages.  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.

Reason for exception:  To recognize that in the event of insufficiency of state funding for the payment of contract services, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s remedies are not limited to cessation of services, but also include legal and equitable remedies. 

Section 1.22 is understood with the following exception/additional language noted in italics:

Each Vendor shall submit a guaranty in the amount of $50,000 which may be in the form of a bid bond or certified check made payable to the NHSLC.  By submitting a Proposal, each Vendor pledges to enter into a contract with the NHSLC on the terms stated in the RFP to the extent the Proposal accepts such terms.  If a selected Vendor fails or refuses to enter into such a contract without just cause, the amount of the Proposal guaranty shall be forfeited to the NHSLC as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty.  The determination of whether a Vendor has just cause is in the sole discretion of the Chairman of the NHSLC.  If the above-referenced Proposal guaranty is forfeited by the Vendor, the NHSLC shall have no further cause of action against the Vendor for the Vendor’s failure or refusal to enter into a contract without just cause.

Reason for exception:  To clarify that full extent of Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s liability for its failure execute a contract without just cause is limited to the proposal guaranty, and that NHSLC cannot maintain a cause of action against Hat Trick for such failure.



 	Section 3.0.3 (Conducting Business with the NHSLC):  Exception:  The following language is substituted for that contained in Section 3.0.3 of the RFP:

Vendor shall provide data-transfer capability at all times except as reasonably necessary for system and file maintenance. Such down time will be scheduled so as to not disrupt normal business operations and will be communicated in advance. 

Vendor acknowledges both the ability and desire to accommodate periodic updates and enhancements to NHSLC and Warehouse computer and software systems. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively to plan and implement updates, enhancements and transitions. Large scale changes and/or migration to new systems can have significant cost implications for both parties and may necessitate adjustments to the Warehouse fee schedule. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively identify, fund and implement large scale changes or migrations that will improve the overall operations for both parties. 

	Reason for exception:  Hat Trick Logistics, LLC believes the above language protects both parties as it offers them more flexibility than the RFP language for dealing with necessary updates and enhancements to computer and software systems.

Section 3.0.11 is understood with the following exception/additional language proposed to be inserted into the third paragraph and noted below in italics:

All reasonable costs associated with the transfer of Product and control from the existing Warehouse (s) (“old”) to the Warehouse of the successful Vendor (“new”), including handling and incurred within 150 days from the effective date of the contract shall be borne by the NHSLC at its discretion. Such costs shall not be borne by the new Vendor.  In an effort to avoid charging the NHSLC or Suppliers duplicate storage fees, storage charges for transferred Product shall not accrue until the first day of the month following the end of the transfer.

Reason for exception:  To clarify that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is not responsible for costs associated with transferring product from the existing warehouse to  Hat Trick’s warehouse.

Section 3.0.14 (Fire) is understood.  Further response:  The warehouse will use a combination of fire suppression systems, including Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) wet system for fire suppression.  Sprinkler specifications for the warehouse facility are contained in Section IV, 9.  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not currently occupy the warehouse, it does not have current certifications for the fire protection systems or permits for the storage of flammable liquids, and therefore takes exception to the RPF request for such certifications and permits.  However, should the warehouse contract be awarded to Hat Trick Logistics, LLC, all necessary permits will be obtained and applicable codes, regulations and statutes will be followed. Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will coordinate these activities with the Merrimack Fire Department and other state and local officials and agencies as necessary. 

Reason for exception/further response:  Section 3.0.14 of the RFP requires that proposals detail and include current certification for fire protection systems.  As indicated above, because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not currently occupy the warehouse, it does not have current certifications for the fire protection systems or permits for the storage of flammable liquids. 



The provisions of RFP Appendix E as amended by Exhibit C are understood subject to the following exceptions:

 Paragraph 3.3.1.4:   Add the following words at the end of the first sentence of said paragraph:  and shall not be borne by the Contractor.

	Reason for exception: To clarify that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will not be responsible for transition service costs and expenses that are properly the responsibility of NHSLC and/or the new contractor.  

Paragraph 4.2: Add the following sentence at the end thereof:  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.

Reason for exception:  To recognize that in the event of insufficiency of state funding for the payment of contract services, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s remedies are not limited to cessation of services, but also include legal and equitable remedies. 

Paragraph 8

In Exhibit C in the RFP State Funding, it talks about state shortfalls, should it or could it address the occurrences below: 

Material breach by NHSLC shall include, but not be limited to, any action taken by the State of New Hampshire and/or NHSLC that result in the privatization, elimination or material change in the bailment warehouse system that existed at the time this contract was executed. 

Reasons for exception:  Hat Trick will be required to invest substantial funds to perform its obligations under the contract.  This investment is made with the assumption that the current liquor warehouse bailment system will continue throughout the term of the contract.  In the event that the current system is privatized, eliminated or otherwise materially changed, and if Hat Trick Logistics, LLC suffers damages as a result, Hat Trick will pursue its remedies.  This clarification will assist Hat Trick in doing so.   

***If current language in the RFP exists to address these concerns than Hat Trick will waive this exception.

  

	Appendix K:  High Level Product and Information Flow



All items in RFP Appendix K are answered as “understood.” Additional language/exceptions are noted below:

  

Hat Trick Logistics has identified Vermont Information Processing (VIP) of Colchester, Vermont as its preferred IT provider for the warehouse management and reporting system.  We are confident that VIP can deliver the required reliability and functionality.  However, given additional clarifications needed on certain aspects of the RFP, Hat Trick Logistics reserves the right to select an alternate IT provider or providers that will fully meet the requirements of the RFP.  

The work process will be driven by Vermont Information Processing’s (VIP) software suite. The software is UNIX based and runs on the IBM AS-400 platform. Our experience with this software and hardware over the past 20+ years has proven this combination to be incredibly reliable. We will utilize an ASP model with VIP hosting our system at their Colchester, VT, facility. VIP currently has 140 customers using their ASP solution. Security and redundancy meet or exceed industry standards. A complete, redundant hosting facility is located 10 miles from their Colchester location. A full failover test was successfully conducted in March 2012 with all ASP customers moved to the backup location, run for a 28 day period on the backup box and then restored to the production box. The backup facility is scheduled to move to the greater Boston area in early 2013 to add additional distance from the production site.

Connectivity to the ASP will be through a bonded T1 pair and/or Comcast fiber internet. Backup connectivity will be through the Verizon 4G LTE wireless network. Hat Trick member companies are located in close proximity (Nashua, Concord, Keene) to the warehouse and offer an additional level of connectivity and processing backup.

The inventory, receiving, picking and loading processes are explained elsewhere in this Response/Proposal. Order processing and validation will follow a similar flow as used in current members’ warehouse operations. Properly submitted and formatted orders are uploaded – notification of successful upload or rejection is sent to SLC. The assigned staff processes uploaded order data against the required exception standards (authorized to order, scheduled delivery day, credit availability, etc). Final order acceptance confirmation is sent back to SLC. Accepted orders are submitted to the routing and picking module for further processing ending in the generation of a virtual pick “ticket”. The picking process then begins.



High Level Product and Information Flow

· Warehouse and NHSLC may agree to provide Broker and Supplier reports via Warehouse’s web server provided it meets the specified reporting requirements.



Process for On Line Orders Overview

· Live connectivity by the NHSLC Internet Ordering system into the Warehouse Ordering System will be permitted provided such connectivity can be accomplished in a manner that does not jeopardize the security or integrity of the Warehouse Order system

· Further clarification is required as to what “validation” of Customer, Brand Master and Price must occur prior to order processing; the Warehouse does not generate invoices, only shipping reports, further clarification is needed regarding any involvement of the Warehouse with pricing 

· Further clarification of Credit review and approval process by Warehouse is required

· An understanding of the record format required by the NHSLC for Warehouse confirmation back to the Internet Ordering system is needed prior to committing to a 30 second turn around time for such confirmation



Process for Batch Orders Overview

· NHSLC is responsible for orders transmitted by the NHSLC Internet Order system that are rejected due to incompleteness, inaccuracy or corruption by the NHSLC system

· Further clarification of Credit review and approval process by Warehouse is required

Process for Shipping Orders Overview



· Warehouse will combine all orders for Licensees and NHSLC stores into single shipments provided such multiple orders are received within an agreed upon window and prior to the initial order being assigned to a pick ticket; multiple orders for same-day picking will be viewed as the exception rather than the rule recognizing that such ordering can adversely impact service and costs

· It is preferred that the Warehouse system generate and assign sequential shipping numbers for each shipment and that the Warehouse provide the NHSLC with the list of shipping numbers on a yearly basis

· There is a potential for cost-savings sharing by reducing or eliminating paper Shipping Orders and utilizing electronic shipping documents

Inventory Management (Brand Management, General Management, Warehouse Receiving, NHSLC Breakage, Vendor Breakage)

Brand Management

· Warehouse reserves right to refuse products from unapproved vendors

· NHSLC shall provide reasonable notification (24 hours) to Warehouse of brands or shipments suspended by NHSLC

General Management

· Further clarification is needed on Blanket Purchase Orders



Warehouse Receiving

· There is a potential for cost-savings sharing by reducing or eliminating paper Warehouse Receipt documents and utilizing electronic receipt documents

Vendor Breakage

· Warehouse will work with Vendor to remove product so required by NHSLC. If after 21 days from date of notification Vendor has not removed product or made acceptable arrangements for its removal, Warehouse may destroy product and update the perpetual inventory file with the appropriate status change

Warehouse System Requirements: Operation Requirements (Quantities, Bailment Stock, Physical Inventory, Cycle Inventory, Data Processing Requirements, Shipping Labels, Single Bottle Picks, Inventory Report)

Operation Requirements

· Data Processing Requirements

· NHSLC will discuss contemplated changes to the manner and content of data exchange with Warehouse and both will work collaboratively to implement changes and/or identify alternate solutions

General Reporting Requirements:  Broker/Supplier, Licensee Orders





Broker / Supplier

· Warehouse and NHSLC may agree to provide Broker and Supplier reports via Warehouse’s web server provided it meets the specified reporting requirements

· Live connectivity by the NHSLC and Suppliers/Brokers into the Warehouse Ordering and Inventory System will be permitted provided such connectivity can be accomplished in a manner that does not jeopardize the security or integrity of the Warehouse Order system

Reason for exceptions:  Reliability and functionality of the overall Warehouse management system are critical to successful operation. Security of data transmissions and integrity of data transmitted are integral to this system. Additional clarification is needed in several areas as noted to insure optimal function of the picking, inventory and reporting systems. Efficient warehouse operation is required to deliver projected operating results and certain exceptions are noted to support this. Cost saving measures will prove beneficial to both parties and should be explored through further discussion. Hat Trick is capable of satisfying all technical requirements of the RFP within its proposed pricing schedule.



      V         Performance of contract  



Any Vendor selected for contract discussions will be required to submit to a standard background check performed by Liberty Screening Services, LTD.  A sample form is attached. The background check will be performed for all the individuals who will participate in the transition phase as well as the first 30 months of operation.  It will also be performed for parent organizations, if you are a new entity.



Please confirm that you and your employees will submit to the background check

Confirmed



Appendix C, III. P. 43 of the RFP requested the physical location of each person during the time they will be working on the project. 



Please confirm the identity of the persons who will be located in New Hampshire to run the proposed facility for the first 30 months. 

Hat Trick Logistics LLC has attached two organizational charts.  Chart 2 identifies  the Hat Trick Logistics  Team that will be an integral part of the business during the first 30 months of operation.  All employees of Hat Trick as well as the individual companies are located in New Hampshire.    Ted Speas, part of our implementation team, resides in Florida, but will make several trips to NH and is available via email and phone.



The Vendor is required to identify a redundant warehouse site in the event of natural or man-made disasters (RFP APP C XIII, P.48)



Please identify your redundant warehouse site.

Hat Trick will utilize the existing warehouses of its members as redundant sites in the event of a natural or man-made disaster that impacts the operation of the primary warehouse. The locations of these sites in order of proximity to the primary warehouse: Nashua, Concord and Keene.  There are additional warehouse properties owned by Hat Trick members in Nashua and Concord that could also be used. Finally, Hat Trick will work to develop a longer-term contingency plan that includes utilization of out-of-state wine and spirits warehouses for order fulfillment. 



If you have any questions regarding this email, please contact me.  Thank you.




From: Stephen J. Judge
To: "Chris Brown"
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: FW: LOI - Hat Trick
Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 4:22:17 PM

Please see below.
 
*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC
95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.

From: Stephen J. Judge 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 4:20 PM
To: 'Chris Brown '
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: LOI
 
Dear Chris,
 
Craig is out of the office today and asked me to comment on your LOI and items for your
presentation.  Please Reply to All and Craig will pick up the thread on Monday.
You have asked whether the LOI satisfies our request.  What we need is comfort that you will be able
to have an appropriate facility up and running on time.  Anything that you can provide regarding the
arrangement with the owner of the facility is welcome.
While getting ready for your presentation, please prepare to discuss the following items.
We need to know that putting that facility on line will not change the rates you addressed earlier today
for the first 30 months.
With the three partners working together for the first time, we need detail on how the facility will be
run.  We understand why the request for financial information was handled as it was but we need a
sense of unity in the organization.
We also need an explanation for any exceptions that were taken to the provisions in the RFP.
I am sure there will be more specific substantive questions.
 
Steve
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*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC
95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Fwd: Hat Trick - Financial BAFO Final Confirmation
Date: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:10:01 AM

Craig 

We confirm that our BAFO of $28,057,168 for the first 30
months of the contract as computed on the template is correct. 
However, for clarification, this number is based on volume
estimates supplied by NHSLC.  The contract rates as specified in
our proposal will be applied to actual volumes to arrive at the
actual fees to be charged to suppliers and the NHSLC. 
Therefore, the contract rates will not change, but the
$28,057,168 amount may be higher or lower based on actual
volume.

 Please confirm that you received this.

From: "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
Date: October 30, 2012, 11:10:16 AM EDT
To: <cbrown@nhdist.com>
Subject: Hat Trick - Financial BAFO Final Confirmation

Chris:

 

At this time, the Liquor Commission wishes to make a final
confirmation of your financial BAFO.  We understand that your
final offer to us on the template for the first 30 months is
$28,057,168.

 

Please confirm that this number is correct no later than 1 PM
on Friday, November 2, 2012.

 

Thank you.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Chief of Administration

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
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NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This
communication may contain material protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and
that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal prosecution. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley; George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Fwd: Hat Trick Response to SLC on their fee schedule question
Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 2:33:33 PM
Attachments: NHSLC RFP - Fee Schedule from SLC 7-20-2012.xls

Craig and George 

 

We confirmed that the fees listed on your spreadsheet (updated
and attached) are correct with the minor exceptions of the fees
highlighted in yellow on the attachment. 

 

Thanks,

Chris
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HAT TRICK

		

		HAT TRICK																						ONE WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		40,000				1.40		8,572,544		1.40		56,000				1.20		$   7,347,895		0.70		28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321						1.20		1,919,185				- 0				1.00		$   1,599,321		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562						1.05		3,364,790				- 0				0.90		$   2,884,106		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765						0.95		2,827,927				- 0				0.80		$   2,381,412		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				6.50		$   31,918		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929						6.00		41,572				- 0				5.00		$   34,643		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				4.25		$   19,276		2.50		125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				12.75		$   176		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				0.85		$   333		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674		40,050						$   16,786,614				$   56,250						$   14,299,080				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		12,000				0.11		5,549,566		0.11		1,320				0.09		$   4,540,554		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		11,000				0.29		2,353,694		0.29		3,190				0.25		$   2,029,046		0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		12,000				0.80		2,325,597		0.80		9,600				0.70		$   2,034,897		0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772						1.40		2,311,081		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   1,980,926		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   87,124		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				0.09		$   6,021		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				4.25		$   83,243		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				10.95		$   76,080		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				30.50		$   107,218		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				53.50		$   112,400		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				30.60		$   34,760		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				53.55		$   738		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505		35,000						$   13,594,408				$   14,110						$   11,492,953				$   2,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.55		813,614		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.13		1,781,651		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.20		12,531		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.55		46,997		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,654,792				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.10		1,002				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								3.85		1,836				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								3.85		24,690				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								25.00		2,137				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								32.00		36,879				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.25		13,892				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910						46.20		42,035								45.00		40,943				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								45.00		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								60.00		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11						46.20		510								45.00		496				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								45.00		- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541						0.18		375,397								0.15		312,831				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.15		5,702				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.15		6,448		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								15.00		662				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.25		16,217				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.25		49,624				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861						3.10		86,368								2.65		73,831				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321						2.50		78,302								2.10		65,774				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480						1.55		87,544								1.30		73,424				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064						0.90		42,358								0.75		35,298				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								25.50		29,388				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339						1.75		81,093								1.50		69,509				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								25.00		1,310				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.50		1,096				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								25.00		4,618				- 0

																																$   1,027,072				$   - 0						$   869,270				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   31,472,180		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   29,316,095		COSTS		$   30,885

																																														$   (1,289,812)		(a)

																																								-7%				-139%		$   (1,258,927)

																														Grand Total		$   34,723,428								Grand Total		$   28,057,168		-19%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.51								Cost/Case		$   2.03

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:

		(a)  Revenue sharing proposal provides for 5% of inbound handling charges $14,303,296 * 5% = 715,165, plus 5% of storage charges $11,492,953 * 5% = 574,648 for a total of $1,289,812 over the first 30 months.

		Revenue share would be calculated and paid to NHSLC on a monthly basis.





HAT TRICK (2)

		

		HAT TRICK																						TWO WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		- 0		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		40,000				1.40		6,652,962		1.40		56,000				$   1.25		$   5,940,144		1.10		44,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		0		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894						1.20		1,499,873				- 0				$   1.10		$   1,374,883		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		0		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235						1.05		2,712,397				- 0				$   0.95		$   2,454,073		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		0		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147						0.95		1,921,989				- 0				$   0.85		$   1,719,675		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				$   6.85		$   33,637		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		0		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936						6.00		35,617				- 0				$   5.40		$   32,055		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				$   5.40		$   24,492		4.00		200

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				$   30.00		$   414		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				$   4.00		$   1,566		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		0		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179		40,050						$   12,883,432				$   56,250						$   11,580,938				$   44,200

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		- 0		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		12,000				0.11		4,479,170		0.11		1,320				$   0.10		$   4,071,973		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		0		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		11,000				0.29		2,106,157		0.29		3,190				$   0.25		$   1,815,652		0.20		2,200

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		0		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		12,000				0.80		2,112,570		0.80		9,600				$   0.70		$   1,848,499		0.20		2,400

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		0		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210						1.40		2,168,895		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   1,936,513		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				$   0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   90,754		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				$   0.10		$   6,690		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				$   0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				$   4.50		$   88,140		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				$   11.60		$   80,596		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   113,897		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   119,123		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   36,804		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   782		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		0		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209		35,000						$   11,921,262				$   14,110						$   10,609,368				$   4,600

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.65		961,544		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		0		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.14		1,452,456		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		0		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.23		11,610		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.14		11,963		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		0		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,437,573				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.25		1,073				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								4.05		1,932				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								4.05		25,973				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								30.00		2,564				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								34.00		39,184				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.65		14,659				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		0		315				329		339		349		180		868						46.20		40,124								45.00		39,082				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		0		3				3		3		3		2		8						46.20		382								45.00		372				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		0		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582						0.18		309,525								0.16		275,133				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.16		6,082				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.16		6,878		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								32.00		1,412				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.50		17,171				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.50		53,441				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		0		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214						3.10		78,163								2.80		70,599				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		0		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200						2.50		70,500								2.25		63,450				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		0		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626						1.55		78,471								1.40		70,877				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		0		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307						0.90		39,876								0.80		35,446				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								27.00		31,117				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		0		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458						1.75		70,802								1.60		64,733				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								30.00		1,572				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.60		1,169				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								30.00		5,542				- 0

																																$   921,307				$   - 0						$   831,142				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   25,790,088		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   25,459,022		COSTS		$   48,800

																																														$   - 0		(a)

																																								-1%				-98%		$   48,800

																														Grand Total		$   29,041,336								Grand Total		$   25,507,822		-12%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.76								Cost/Case		$   2.43

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:







From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Fwd: LOI
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 12:59:03 PM
Attachments: 3rdFloorFrontScanner@orr-reno.com_20120719_091448.pdf

Craig
I am sending you this info from my phone because I am out of town until friday.
 Please let me know if you recieved this.  Attached is what was in our RFP.  Section
IV question 16. Page 0214-0218.  Do you need more detail than this?

we are meeting today at 2 and can get you more info if needed.

Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint!

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Tom Painchaud" <TPainchaud@NHDIST.COM>
Date: Thu, Jul 19, 2012 9:39 am
Subject: LOI
To: "Chris Brown" <cbrown@NHDIST.COM>

----- Original Message -----
From: Geiger, Susan S. [mailto:SGeiger@orr-reno.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 09:13 AM
To: Tom Painchaud
Subject: LOI

Hi Tom - Attached is a copy of the signed LOI that you requested. Please let me know if you need
anything else as you prepare for the presentation to the NHSLC.  Hope all is well. Susan

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: "Joe Bellavance IV (joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com)"; Tom Painchaud; Shumway, Kary

(kshumway@clarkedistributors.com); WholesalersList - Ed Coppola
Subject: Hat Trick - 59 DW Highway Site
Date: Monday, June 18, 2012 2:08:44 PM

Craig
 
Sorry for the delay.  Members of Hat Trick Logistics LLC are looking forward to meeting you and the
remainder of the evaluation committee at our proposed warehouse, this Wednesday at 2pm.   
 
From Concord please take Exit 10 off the Everett Turnpike.  Once you get to the DW Highway, turn
right and follow 1.5 miles, the building is on your left.  The building is set back off the road; follow
the driveway down a hill in back, we will be waiting to the right next to the loading docks.
 
Look forward to seeing you then
 
Chris Brown
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras; Judge, Steve
Subject: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
 
 
Dear Vendors:
 
The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about your
proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions
bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the
questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be
prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet with
us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Background Check
Date: Friday, August 03, 2012 11:13:20 AM

We have received a question from a Vendor regarding the background check requirement in the
BAFO for employees of the warehouse vendor and the vendor’s parent.  A form was attached as an
example.  The form, on its face, applies to state employees.  The form that will be used will be
modified to require a reasonable background check.  The request for confirmation in the BAFO is
amended to read:
 

Please confirm that you and your employees will submit to a reasonable
background check.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - BAFO Due Date & Time
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 1:53:22 PM

Chris:
 
Due to some confusion over the time that your BAFO is due, we are informing you that the BAFO
will be due by 4 PM on Friday, August 3, 2012.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Best & Final Offers
Date: Friday, August 10, 2012 12:13:40 PM

You may recall that you received an email from me on 8/2/12 at 1:53 PM stating:
 
“Due to some confusion over the time that your BAFO is due, we are informing you that the BAFO
will be due by 4 PM on Friday, August 3, 2012.”
 
This is to inform you that the deadline has been extended to 7 PM, Friday, August 3, 2012
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Shumway, Kary"
Subject: Hat Trick - CONFIDENTIAL - Clarke Distributors Financial Information
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 6:03:21 PM

Kary:
 
I am in receipt of your email dated June 22, 2012.  I write in response to your letter of the same
date regarding the financial statements of Clarke Distributors, Inc.  I note your request that the
financial statements be returned directly to Clarke if Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is not awarded the
warehouse contract.  I draw your attention to RFP 2012-14, Section 1.13, Page 12, which provides
that all material received in response to the RFP shall become the property of the NHSLC and will
not be returned to vendors. 
 
This section memorializes longstanding state RFP practice.  While I recognize the sensitivity of the
documents and the RFP provides protection for confidential financial documents, the state has an
obligation to maintain all documents related to the competitive bidding process.  The documents
may be reviewed in future years by internal auditors or some other person who has a need to
confirm that the process was conducted according to state law.
 
I hope you understand the state’s position.  Please email me if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thank you.
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From: Shumway, Kary [mailto:kshumway@clarkedistributors.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 3:23 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: CONFIDENTIAL - Clarke Distributors Financial Information
 
Craig,
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It was a pleasure to meet you this week at the Merrimack warehouse.  As requested, in connection
with our proposal, attached are the Confidential financial statements of Clarke Distributors, inc. a
Member of Hat Trick Logistics, LLC.  Please note that we are still waiting on issuance of our 2011
statements, so I have sent 2008, 2009 and 2010 information.  If required, I will contact our CPA
firm and have the 2011 statements produced as soon as possible. 
 
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to give me a call.
 
Thank you,
Kary
 
Kary Shumway, CFO
Clarke Distributors, inc.
472 Winchester Street
Keene, NH 03431
603-352-0344 x1211
603-352-0988 Fax
603-313-2322 Cell
 



From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Contract Award Extension
Date: Friday, August 31, 2012 4:17:48 PM

Chris:
 
The Evaluation Committee has a question that you need to answer.  
 
The question is:  What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was not awarded until
November 14, 2012?  What would be the impact on your grand total costs over the initial 30-
month term? 
 
We would like a response by 12:00 noon on Wednesday, September 5, 2012.  If, however, a small
amount of additional time is required, please let us know. 
 
Thank you.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Current & Future Data Requirements
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 2:16:11 PM

Chris:
 

The  NHSLC  draws  your  attention  to  the  April  19,  2012 Clarifications and Amendments,

Questions 12-14 pp.3-4.   To quote Question 13,  in material part, The warehouse vendor will be

required  to provide  their own WMS to  interface their WMS with the current and future systems

described in Question 12.( emphasis added).

As technology advances, the New Hampshire liquor commission will need to migrate from

its current infrastructure to a more automated and supportable environment. This will be done to

improve  communications  with  its  vendors,  suppliers  and  most  importantly,  its customers. The

chosen vendor will need to make modifications and updates to their environment to stay current.

As  the  State  of  New  Hampshire  will  be  using  open  data  formats,  it  will  be relatively easy and

consistent to maintain normal communications with outside systems that do the same.

The  New  Hampshire  Liquor  Commission  will  incur  its  own  cost  of  maintenance and

upgrades of  its  system and  the chosen vendor will  responsible  for  its  costs  to do  the same as a

normal part of the cost of doing business.

There will have to be a change process in place to allow for notification of change, testing,

acceptance and migration into production of any changes made to any systems that affect system

functionality.

Please  confirm  that  you  will  be  responsible  for  your  costs  to  make modifications and

updates to your environment to stay current with the future system.

Please respond by 4 PM on Friday August 3, 2012.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Questions Posed by Vendors
Date: Friday, August 03, 2012 10:19:35 AM

In response to the BAFO, the following questions were posed yesterday and this morning by
vendors:
 
Question #1:
 
Can the NHSLC tell us if each vintage (year of production) is currently tracked as a separate SKU? If
so,  are these SKUs included in the approx. 10,000 SKUs in the data supplied?  If not, can you  tell us
 how many SKU’s have multiple vintages associated with a single SKU and the total number of
vintages across those SKUs?
 
Answer:
 
Yes, however, the State only tracks the basic SKU/state code.  There are approximately 300 SKUs
that are tracked by the warehouse by SKU/vintage by adding a vintage identifier to the SKU.  For
example, SKU/state code 4800 may become 4800-2008.  These are typically the high-priced wines.
 
 
Question #2:
 
Please confirm that the state places orders with suppliers for product and as such has the ability to
manage the risk of too much inventory on hand.  This would be in comparison to a vendor
managed inventory model where the Product Suppliers determine the level of inventory.
 
Answer:
 
We can not confirm your statement.  The NHSLC tracks the sale of product.  At the end of the
month, the NHSLC finalizes a report that is put online and available to the suppliers.  The suppliers
use the report to charge the NHSLC for the sale of product.  It may also be used by the suppliers to
calculate the amount of product which will be sent to the warehouse by the suppliers.  Note that
there is a legal requirement that a 30-day supply of each product be available in the warehouse. 
At Concord, the minimum is a case.  At the new warehouse, which will be able to perform single-
bottle picks, the minimum requirement for a very slow-moving product may be less than a case. 
Typically, the warehouse receives advanced notice of a shipment.  Because of the bailment system,
there is a disincentive for a supplier to send excess product to either warehouse.
 
Question #3:
 
The RFP references a bond of $1,000,000.  As we finalize our best and final offer we are basing our
financials on a realistic range of the bond around that figure.  Last week Steve Judge referenced a
$20,000,000 Bond……was this figure real or inflated? 
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Answer:
 
The $20 million number was chosen to drive home the point that the cost of failure is enormous. 
Your financials should be based on the $1 million bond.  As we stated in the BAFO sent to you on
July 31, 2012, the amount of the bond will be discussed with a Vendor(s) selected for contract
negotiations.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: "Judge, Steve"; Stephen J. Judge
Subject: Hat Trick - Redacted Copy of Warehouse Proposal
Date: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:00:34 PM
Importance: High

Chris:
 
The Commission has received Right-to-Know Law requests regarding the Warehouse Services RFP. 
All Vendors are receiving an email regarding the Right-to-Know requests.  One of the items
requested is your proposal.  In accordance with Section 1.14, Disclosure of Proposal, Page 12 of the
RFP, you were required to provide a redacted proposal.  In our review of the material you
submitted with your proposal, we see on Page 13 of your proposal that your answer to Section
1.14 was “understood.”  We do not see any indication that you identified “vendor confidential
information.”   Therefore, the Commission will be releasing your proposal electronically in the near
future using the CD-ROM that you provided.
 
We will also be releasing all email communications between Hat Trick and the NHSLC at the same
time.
 
We note that you took an exception to providing the Evaluation Committee with each company’s
financials.  RSA 91-A contains an exemption for financial information.  If you intend to rely upon
the exemption, you must notify me immediately via email.   
 
The 91-A review process will probably involve the Attorney General’s office.  If you are represented
by legal counsel, he or she may contact Steve Judge at sjudge@wadleighlaw.com and
stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us   .   If not represented by counsel, please contact me.
 
 
Thank you.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Revised Template & Answers to Exercise Questions
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 4:58:18 PM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template - revised.xls

Dear Vendor:
 
For the purposes of this exercise, below are the answers to questions posed by the vendors as a
result of reviewing our original email with our template.
 
See attached template with revised volumes highlighted in yellow.  Be careful to note that even
though there are subtotals, in certain categories there may be a mix of cases and pallets (e.g. there
are not 19 million cases in storage; this sub-total is blended between cases and pallets).
 
Quantities shown under each category are reflective of the estimated product shipped, stored, or
otherwise handled as noted.  For example, under Storage, 1-84 days, 14 million plus cases were
received and stored for between 1 and 84 days.
 
Feel free to enter any formulas required to provide total estimated cost (e.g. Estimated Volume X
Proposed Contract Rates = Total Estimated Cost.
 
Outbound activities include preparing orders which include picking, packing and loading.
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One Warehouse

																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						5		5				5		5		6		3		14

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		762				797		821		845		435		2,101

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		412				431		444		457		235		1,136

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		5				5		5		6		3		14

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8

				OFFICE - OT				0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185







From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 8:26:00 AM

Dear Vendor:
 
We have found several inaccuracies in the template volumes we sent you on Wednesday, 6/27. 
We have also received several questions regarding the template itself.  We are in the process of
correcting the template and will forward a revised template to you by close of business today. 
 

Due to this situation, we are extending your deadline to noon on Tuesday, July 3, 2012.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Craig W. Bulkley 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 4:35 PM
To: cbrown@nhdist.com
Subject: RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
 
Dear Vendor –
 
Attached please find a template which we must have filled out and returned to us by noon on
Monday July 2, 2012.  The very same email is being sent to all vendors in order to evaluate the
effect of the proposed costs on suppliers and the NHSLC given a consistent volume base.
 
We have included estimates of the most recent total volumes of activity in each of the categories
identified in Appendix D of the RFP.  We have also included estimates of the most recent material
total volumes of activity in each of the categories identified in Appendix D-1.  Because all vendors
are receiving the same estimates do not change any of the volume estimates provided in the
template.    
 

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:cbrown@nhdist.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


In addition we have estimated total volumes for the same categories over the first 30 month term
(from Nov 1, 2013 thru April 30, 2016).  Utilizing these volumes please insert your rates in each
category and calculate the respective costs in each category.  The evaluation committee reserves
the right to repeat this exercise and request lower rates, but at this time use the rates from your
original proposal.
 
For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide us with
estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as well as the justification
or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4 of the RFP we requested that rate
changes be based on the CPI for the previous 12 months, you may indicate you are estimating the
percentage rate change by projecting the CPI.
 
With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes, and in a separate
document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation to the State for the first 30 month
period.  Please identify any estimated changes in each of the subsequent 30 month periods.
 
Please note the attached spreadsheet has two tabs that need to be completed, unless you have
already taken an exception in your proposal dated on or before June 7, 2012, to the two
warehouse model.
 
If you have any questions or comments, please send me an email.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Tentative Schedule
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:26:38 PM

Chris:
 
Thank you for spending time with us last week.  The Evaluation Committee is still in its initial
phase.  We wanted to let you know that our first opportunity to meet with you will be during the
week of July 16th.   
 
We expect to send you an email tomorrow that will require you to use numbers that we will
provide to perform financial cost projections based on specific volumes and your proposed rates.  I
understand that this is a bit vague, but tomorrow’s email will clarify things.
 
Please confirm receipt.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Hat Trick - Tentative Schedule
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:58:18 PM

Will do.
 
Thanks
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:27 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: Tentative Schedule
 
Chris:
 
Thank you for spending time with us last week.  The Evaluation Committee is still in its initial
phase.  We wanted to let you know that our first opportunity to meet with you will be during the
week of July 16th.   
 
We expect to send you an email tomorrow that will require you to use numbers that we will
provide to perform financial cost projections based on specific volumes and your proposed rates.  I
understand that this is a bit vague, but tomorrow’s email will clarify things.
 
Please confirm receipt.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Transition Bond BAFO Clarification
Date: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:30:22 PM

The BAFO asked you to confirm that you will provide a transition bond for the completion of all
necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  This bond will
cover any and all costs related to the transition from the contract in force on October 31, 2013 to
the new contract because the successful vendor is unable to perform duties under the contract as
of November 1, 2013 (April 18,2012 Clarifications and Amendments, p. 1.) 
The commission anticipates that the amount will be arrived at by mutual agreement.  If there is no
agreement, the commission may move on to a different vendor. 
 
So that there is no misunderstanding, please confirm that you will be responsible for the costs of
a reasonable transition bond.
 
Please provide your response by 10 AM, Thursday August 9, 2012.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Warehouse RFP Schedule of Events Amendment
Date: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:22:35 PM

You will note on our website that the Schedule of Events on Page 5 has been amended so as to end
on August 17, 2012.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Lisa Pascoal
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Hat Trick - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Monday, June 18, 2012 11:45:55 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Received.
 
 
Lisa Pascoal
Coordinator Administrative Services
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
PO Box 267
Concord, NH 03302

lpascoal@nhdist.com
                                603-224-9991 x1827
                                603-410-1827
 
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 11:45 AM
To: Lisa Pascoal
Subject: FW: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Craig W. Bulkley 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 1:51 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras; Judge, Steve
Subject: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
 

mailto:LPascoal@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:lpascoal@nhdist.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us



 
Dear Vendors:
 
The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about your
proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions
bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the
questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be
prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet with
us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:00:38 PM

Chris:
 
Pursuant to Section 1.5.3, Page 8 of the Warehouse Services RFP, the NHSLC has the
authority to amend the RFP at any time and at its sole discretion.
The NHSLC hereby amends Section 1.2, Schedule of Events on Page 5 of the RFP from
June 7, 2012 - August 1, 2012 to June 7, 2012 – September 12, 2012.
 
This date  is well within  the  requirement  that  the proposals  remain valid for a period of 210 days
from the proposal due date  (June 7, 2012).   The Evaluation Committee will  continue  to work as
quickly  as  possible  to  allow  the  NHSLC  to  reach  contract  award.    Vendors  may  be asked for
additional oral and/or written presentations  in NHSLC’s continuing effort to identify the proposal
most adventageous to the State of New Hampshire.
 
If  you have any questions or comments, please direct  them via email to me, Craig W. Bulkley, as
the issuing officer.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Hat Trick Financial Analysis Confirmation
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:59:20 AM
Attachments: Book3.xls

Chris:
 
I have attached a financial analysis in Excel which will be the foundation for parts of our discussion
on Tuesday morning.  Please review the attached document, confirm that the numbers are correct,

and provide me with any questions or comments by Noon on Friday, July 20th. 
 
Please copy George on your response.  Thanks.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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HAT TRICK

		

		HAT TRICK																						ONE WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		40,000				1.40		8,572,544		1.40		56,000				1.20		$   7,347,895		0.70		28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321						1.20		1,919,185				- 0				1.00		$   1,599,321		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562						1.05		3,364,790				- 0				0.90		$   2,884,106		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765						0.95		2,827,927				- 0				0.80		$   2,381,412		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				6.50		$   31,918		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929						6.00		41,572				- 0				5.00		$   34,643		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				5.00		$   22,677		2.50		125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				25.00		$   345		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				2.50		$   979		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674		40,050						$   16,786,614				$   56,250						$   14,303,296				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		12,000				0.11		5,549,566		0.11		1,320				0.09		$   4,540,554		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		11,000				0.29		2,353,694		0.29		3,190				0.25		$   2,029,046		0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		12,000				0.80		2,325,597		0.80		9,600				0.70		$   2,034,897		0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772						1.40		2,311,081		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   1,980,926		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   87,124		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				0.09		$   6,021		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				4.25		$   83,243		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				10.95		$   76,080		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				30.50		$   107,218		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				53.50		$   112,400		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				30.60		$   34,760		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				53.55		$   738		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505		35,000						$   13,594,408				$   14,110						$   11,492,953				$   2,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.55		813,614		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.13		1,781,651		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.20		12,531		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.13		11,108		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,618,904				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.10		1,002				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								3.85		1,836				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								3.85		24,690				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								25.00		2,137				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								32.00		36,879				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.25		13,892				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910						46.20		42,035								45.00		40,943				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								45.00		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								60.00		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11						46.20		510								45.00		496				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0										- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541						0.18		375,397								0.15		312,831				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.15		5,702				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.15		6,448		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								15.00		662				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.25		16,217				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.25		49,624				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861						3.10		86,368								2.65		73,831				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321						2.50		78,302								2.10		65,774				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480						1.55		87,544								1.30		73,424				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064						0.90		42,358								0.75		35,298				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								25.50		29,388				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339						1.75		81,093								1.50		69,509				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								25.00		1,310				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.50		1,096				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								25.00		4,618				- 0

																																$   1,027,072				$   - 0						$   869,270				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   31,472,180		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   29,284,423		COSTS		$   30,885

																																														$   (1,289,812)		(a)

																																								-7%				-139%		$   (1,258,927)

																														Grand Total		$   34,723,428								Grand Total		$   28,025,496		-19%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.51								Cost/Case		$   2.02

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:

		(a)  Revenue sharing proposal provides for 5% of inbound handling charges $14,303,296 * 5% = 715,165, plus 5% of storage charges $11,492,953 * 5% = 574,648 for a total of $1,289,812 over the first 30 months.

		Revenue share would be calculated and paid to NHSLC on a monthly basis.





HAT TRICK (2)

		

		HAT TRICK																						TWO WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		- 0		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		40,000				1.40		6,652,962		1.40		56,000				$   1.25		$   5,940,144		0.70		28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		0		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894						1.20		1,499,873				- 0				$   1.10		$   1,374,883		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		0		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235						1.05		2,712,397				- 0				$   0.95		$   2,454,073		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		0		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147						0.95		1,921,989				- 0				$   0.85		$   1,719,675		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				$   6.85		$   33,637		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		0		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936						6.00		35,617				- 0				$   5.40		$   32,055		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				$   5.40		$   24,492		2.50		125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				$   30.00		$   414		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				$   4.00		$   1,566		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		0		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179		40,050						$   12,883,432				$   56,250						$   11,580,938				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		- 0		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		12,000				0.11		4,479,170		0.11		1,320				$   0.10		$   4,071,973		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		0		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		11,000				0.29		2,106,157		0.29		3,190				$   0.25		$   1,815,652		0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		0		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		12,000				0.80		2,112,570		0.80		9,600				$   0.70		$   1,848,499		0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		0		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210						1.40		2,168,895		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   1,936,513		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				$   0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   90,754		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				$   0.10		$   6,690		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				$   0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				$   4.50		$   88,140		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				$   11.60		$   80,596		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   113,897		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   119,123		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   36,804		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   782		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		0		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209		35,000						$   11,921,262				$   14,110						$   10,609,368				$   2,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.65		961,544		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		0		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.14		1,452,456		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		0		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.23		11,610		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.14		11,963		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		0		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,437,573				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.25		1,073				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								4.05		1,932				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								4.05		25,973				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								30.00		2,564				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								34.00		39,184				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.65		14,659				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		0		315				329		339		349		180		868						46.20		40,124								45.00		39,082				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		0		3				3		3		3		2		8						46.20		382								45.00		372				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		0		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582						0.18		309,525								0.16		275,133				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.16		6,082				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.16		6,878		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								32.00		1,412				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.50		17,171				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.50		53,441				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		0		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214						3.10		78,163								2.80		70,599				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		0		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200						2.50		70,500								2.25		63,450				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		0		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626						1.55		78,471								1.40		70,877				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		0		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307						0.90		39,876								0.80		35,446				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								27.00		31,117				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		0		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458						1.75		70,802								1.60		64,733				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								30.00		1,572				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.60		1,169				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								30.00		5,542				- 0

																																$   921,307				$   - 0						$   831,142				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   25,790,088		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   25,459,022		COSTS		$   30,885

																																														$   - 0		(a)

																																								-1%				-99%		$   30,885

																														Grand Total		$   29,041,336								Grand Total		$   25,489,907		-12%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.76								Cost/Case		$   2.43

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:







From: Chris Brown
To: George P. Tsiopras; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Hat Trick Logistics Question
Date: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:50:35 PM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template - revised FINAL 7-9-2012.xls
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Craig & George
 
We have updated the calculation template.  We have removed the fees to SLC and simply charge
the suppliers.   Please let me know if you have any other questions.
 

The Hat Trick Team is all set to meet with your group on July 24th at 9am at the Storrs Street
Location.
 
See you then
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
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One Warehouse

																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		$   1.20		$   7,347,895		40,000		$   0.70		$   28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321		$   1.00		$   1,599,321						$   - 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562		$   0.90		$   2,884,106						$   - 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765		$   0.80		$   2,381,412						$   - 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$   6.50		$   31,918						$   - 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929		$   5.00		$   34,643						$   - 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$   5.00		$   22,677		50		$   2.50		$   125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   25.00		$   345						$   - 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392		$   2.50		$   979

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674				14,303,296		40,050				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		$   0.09		$   4,540,554		12,000		$   - 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		$   0.25		$   2,029,046		11,000		$   0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		$   0.70		$   2,034,897		12,000		$   0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772		$   1.20		$   1,980,926

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$   0.70		$   391,081

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$   1.20		$   87,124

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$   0.09		$   6,021

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$   0.25		$   8,863

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$   4.25		$   83,243

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$   10.95		$   76,080

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$   30.50		$   107,218

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$   53.50		$   112,400

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$   30.60		$   34,760

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   53.55		$   738

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505				11,492,953		35,000				2,760

																										4,597,181

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		$   0.55		813,614		1,479,298		$   - 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		$   0.13		1,781,651		13,705,006		$   - 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		$   0.20		12,531		62,653		$   - 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		$   0.13		11,108		- 0				- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108				2,618,904		15,246,957		- 0		- 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:																								1,047,561

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$   2.10		1,002

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$   3.85		1,836

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		$   3.85		24,690

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85		$   25.00		2,137

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$   32.00		36,879

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		$   7.25		13,892

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910		$   45.00		40,943

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0														$   45.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22		$   60.00		1,323

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0														$   60.00		- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11		$   45.00		496

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0																- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541		$   0.15		312,831

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		$   0.15		5,702

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		$   0.15		6,448

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44		$   15.00		662

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		$   4.25		16,217

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		$   3.25		49,624

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861		$   2.65		73,831

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321		$   2.10		65,774

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480		$   1.30		73,424

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064		$   0.75		35,298

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$   25.50		29,388

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339		$   1.50		69,509

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52		$   25.00		1,310

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731		$   1.50		1,096

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185		$   25.00		4,618

																												869,270
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		$   1.25		5,940,144		40,000		$   1.10		$   44,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894		$   1.10		1,374,883

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235		$   0.95		2,454,073

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147		$   0.85		1,719,675

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$   6.85		33,637

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936		$   5.40		32,055

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$   5.40		24,492		50		$   4.00		$   200

		Pallet Returns						5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   30.00		414

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392		$   4.00		1,566

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179				11,580,938		40,050				44,200

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		$   0.10		4,071,973		12,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		$   0.25		1,815,652		11,000		$   0.20		$   2,200

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		$   0.70		1,848,499		12,000		$   0.20		$   2,400

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210		$   1.25		1,936,513

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$   0.70		391,081

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$   1.25		90,754

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$   0.10		6,690

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$   0.25		8,863

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$   4.50		88,140

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$   11.60		80,596

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$   32.40		113,897

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$   56.70		119,123

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$   32.40		36,804

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   56.70		782

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209				10,609,368		35,000				4,600

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		0.65		961,544		1,479,298		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		0.14		1,452,456		13,705,006		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		0.23		11,610		62,653		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		0.14		11,963		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615				2,437,573		15,246,957				- 0

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		2.25		1,073

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		4.05		1,932

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		4.05		25,973

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85		30.00		2,564

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		34.00		39,184

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		7.65		14,659

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868		45.00		39,082

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0														- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22		60.00		1,323

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0														- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8		45.00		372

				OFFICE - OT				0		0														- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582		0.16		275,133

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		0.16		6,082

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		0.16		6,878

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44		32.00		1,412

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		4.50		17,171

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		3.50		53,441

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214		2.80		70,599

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200		2.25		63,450

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626		1.40		70,877

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307		0.80		35,446

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		27.00		31,117

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458		1.60		64,733

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52		30.00		1,572

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731		1.60		1,169

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185		30.00		5,542

																										831,142		- 0		- 0		- 0








From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: "Joe Bellavance IV (joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com)"; Clarke, Rich; Shumway, Kary

(kshumway@clarkedistributors.com); WholesalersList - Ed Coppola; Tom Painchaud
Subject: Hat Trick Logistics
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 11:59:27 AM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template - revised FINAL 7-3-2012.xls

SLC - Revenue Share Summary.xlsx
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Craig
 

Here are the answers to the questions given to Hat Trick Logistics LLC. have a happy 4th!
 
Q: For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide us with
estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as well as the justification
or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4 of the RFP we requested that rate
changes be based on the CPI for the previous 12 months, you may indicate you are estimating
the percentage rate change by projecting the CPI.
Our goal is to provide the SLC and its supplier partners with the highest level of service possible.  
As stated in our Proposal, we prefer that rate changes be negotiated giving consideration to the
CPI, however a comprehensive proposal providing detailed support for the requested change will
be provided three months prior to the end of a thirty-month period.  Based on historical operating
data of Hat Trick members it is estimated that rates for each subsequent 30-month period would
increase from 2% - 5%. We considered the major costs areas of: Medical/Comp Insurance, Wages,
Rent, Utilities/Taxes and normal Maintenance. The estimates are also based on our initial modeling
from the operational data provided with the RFP. Given the incompleteness of the provided data it
is possible that pricing could decrease, remain static or exceed the estimated range.
“The NHSLC and the Vendor shall negotiate base rates for the initial thirty (30) months of the
contract.     Rate changes may be negotiated at the end of each subsequent thirty (30) month
period for the next thirty (30) months giving consideration to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for
this geographic region as it relates to the warehousing activities of the vendor, and supported by
appropriate documentation showing increases in expenses related to warehouse operations.  Any
party requesting a change in rates shall submit a comprehensive proposal providing detailed
support for the requested change three months prior to the end of a thirty-month period.  The
parties shall propose and negotiate rates on a good-faith basis.  The failure of either party to
propose or negotiate in good faith is grounds for termination of the contract.”
Q: With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes, and in a
separate document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation to the State for the
first 30 month period.  Please identify any estimated changes in each of the subsequent 30
month periods.
Please see attachment. Any changes to revenue sharing will be reviewed and negotiated along with
the normal contract renewal process (see above).
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
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																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		$   1.20		$   7,347,895		40,000		$   0.70		$   28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321		$   1.00		$   1,599,321						$   - 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562		$   0.90		$   2,884,106						$   - 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765		$   0.80		$   2,381,412						$   - 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$   6.50		$   31,918						$   - 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929		$   5.00		$   34,643						$   - 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$   5.00		$   22,677		50		$   2.50		$   125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   25.00		$   345						$   - 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392		$   2.50		$   979

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674				14,303,296		40,050				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		$   0.09		$   4,540,554		12,000		$   - 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		$   0.25		$   2,029,046		11,000		$   0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		$   0.70		$   2,034,897		12,000		$   0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772		$   1.20		$   1,980,926

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$   0.70		$   391,081

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$   1.20		$   87,124

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$   0.09		$   6,021

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$   0.25		$   8,863

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$   4.25		$   83,243

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$   10.95		$   76,080

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$   30.50		$   107,218

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$   53.50		$   112,400

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$   30.60		$   34,760

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   53.55		$   738

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505				11,492,953		35,000				2,760

																										4,597,181

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		$   0.55		813,614		1,479,298		$   0.30		443,789

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		$   0.13		1,781,651		13,705,006		$   0.07		959,350

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		$   0.20		12,531		62,653		$   0.07		4,386

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		$   0.13		11,108		- 0				- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108				2,618,904		15,246,957		0		1,407,526

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:																								1,047,561

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$   2.10		1,002

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$   3.85		1,836

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$   0.85		112

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		$   3.85		24,690

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85		$   25.00		2,137

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$   32.00		36,879

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		$   7.25		13,892

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910		$   45.00		40,943

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0														$   45.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22		$   60.00		1,323

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0														$   60.00		- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11		$   45.00		496

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0																- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541		$   0.15		312,831

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		$   0.15		5,702

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		$   0.15		6,448

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44		$   15.00		662

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		$   4.25		16,217

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		$   3.25		49,624

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861		$   2.65		73,831

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321		$   2.10		65,774

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480		$   1.30		73,424

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064		$   0.75		35,298

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$   25.50		29,388

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339		$   1.50		69,509

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52		$   25.00		1,310

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731		$   1.50		1,096

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185		$   25.00		4,618

																												869,270
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		$   1.25		5,940,144		40,000		$   1.10		$   44,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894		$   1.10		1,374,883

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235		$   0.95		2,454,073

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147		$   0.85		1,719,675

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$   6.85		33,637

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936		$   5.40		32,055

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$   5.40		24,492		50		$   4.00		$   200

		Pallet Returns						5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   30.00		414

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392		$   4.00		1,566

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179				11,580,938		40,050				44,200

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		$   0.10		4,071,973		12,000		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		$   0.25		1,815,652		11,000		$   0.20		$   2,200

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		$   0.70		1,848,499		12,000		$   0.20		$   2,400

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210		$   1.25		1,936,513

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$   0.70		391,081

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$   1.25		90,754

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$   0.10		6,690

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$   0.25		8,863

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$   4.50		88,140

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$   11.60		80,596

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$   32.40		113,897

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$   56.70		119,123

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$   32.40		36,804

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$   56.70		782

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209				10,609,368		35,000				4,600

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		0.65		961,544		1,479,298		$   0.50		$   739,649

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		0.14		1,452,456		13,705,006		$   0.12		$   1,644,601

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		0.23		11,610		62,653		$   0.12		$   7,518

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		0.14		11,963		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615				2,437,573		15,246,957				2,391,768

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		2.25		1,073

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		4.05		1,932

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		0.90		119

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		4.05		25,973

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85		30.00		2,564

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		34.00		39,184

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		7.65		14,659

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868		45.00		39,082

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0														- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22		60.00		1,323

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0														- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8		45.00		372

				OFFICE - OT				0		0														- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582		0.16		275,133

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		0.16		6,082

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		0.16		6,878

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44		32.00		1,412

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		4.50		17,171

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		3.50		53,441

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214		2.80		70,599

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200		2.25		63,450

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626		1.40		70,877

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307		0.80		35,446

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		27.00		31,117

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458		1.60		64,733

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52		30.00		1,572

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731		1.60		1,169

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185		30.00		5,542

																										831,142		- 0		- 0		- 0






Sheet1

		Hat Trick Logistics, LLC - Proposal Offer in Response to NHSLC RFP 2012-14 - 

		  Warehouse Services 

		Summary of Revenue Sharing Proposal.  Figures are example only based on the estimated volumes

		  in the 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template.  Revenue sharing proposal is based on the One Warehouse

		  scenario only.  

										Estimated

						Estimated Revenue		Proposed %		Revenue share to SLC

				Estimates from the 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template		First 30months		Revenue share to SLC		First 30months Total



				INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:		$   14,303,296		5%		$   715,165



				STORAGE SUMMARY:		$   11,492,953		5%		$   574,648



				Total		$   25,796,249				$   1,289,812



		Revenue share would be calculated and paid to NHSLC on a monthly basis.  Support for the calculation will be the Monthly

		  Billing Summary as specified on page 11 of the RFP.
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65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
 

mailto:cbrown@nhdist.com


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Hat Trick Proposal Presentation
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 9:08:02 AM

Chris:
 

We are scheduling time during the week of July 23rd for an opportunity for your team to present
any additional information to the Evaluation Committee.  Please be prepared to discuss the
specifics of your proposal as well as to discuss the most recent rate template information.  The
committee may have additional questions at this time.
 

We would like your Hat Trick team to join us on Tuesday, July 24th from 9:00 – 11:00 AM (EDT) at
our headquarters at 50 Storrs Street, Concord.  Please acknowledge and confirm your attendance,
and please copy George Tsiopras when you email me.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:cbrown@nhdist.com
mailto:george.tsiopras@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Tom Painchaud
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Hat Trick Respone
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:59:58 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Craig,
 
In addition to Chris’s response, we see no significant issues with implementing our proposed
technology or warehousing if the contract is not awarded until November 14.
 
I hope this suffices. If not, I would be happy to provide additional information.
 
Thank you
 
Thomas A Painchaud
Senior Vice President-Distribution Services
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc
tpainchaud@nhdist.com
603-410-1823
603-234-6092 cell
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Tom Painchaud
Subject: Hat Trick Response to date change
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 10:30:25 AM

Craig
We foresee that a date change will not change our pricing.
Chris brown

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: Hat Trick Site Documents
Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2012 3:05:36 PM

Chris:
 
The RFP Evaluation Committee needs from you any and all documents related to your ability to
purchase or lease the building you showed to us for your proposed warehouse.  This could include
a letter of intent and/or a purchase and sale agreement among other documents.  We need this

documentation on or before 4 PM on Thursday, July 19th.
 
Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
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From: Stephen J. Judge
To: "Chris Brown "
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: LOI / Presentation - Hat Trick
Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 4:20:17 PM

Dear Chris,
 
Craig is out of the office today and asked me to comment on your LOI and items for your
presentation.  Please Reply to All and Craig will pick up the thread on Monday.
You have asked whether the LOI satisfies our request.  What we need is comfort that you will be able
to have an appropriate facility up and running on time.  Anything that you can provide regarding the
arrangement with the owner of the facility is welcome.
While getting ready for your presentation, please prepare to discuss the following items.
We need to know that putting that facility on line will not change the rates you addressed earlier today
for the first 30 months.
With the three partners working together for the first time, we need detail on how the facility will be
run.  We understand why the request for financial information was handled as it was but we need a
sense of unity in the organization.
We also need an explanation for any exceptions that were taken to the provisions in the RFP.
I am sure there will be more specific substantive questions.
 
Steve
 
*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC
95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Cc: "Tom Painchaud"; Stephen J. Judge; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: P-37 Amendments Hat Trick
Date: Friday, October 26, 2012 12:41:47 PM

Dear Chris,

Following consultation with the AG’s Office, the EC is authorized to amend the P-37 as follows.
One, the parties shall mutually agree to waive consequential and indirect damages.
Two, In the event of a material breach that involves the payment of a penalty, the Vendor shall pay the
penalty.  If the Vendor fails to pay the penalty within a reasonable time, the NHSLC shall recover the
penalty from the performance bond, provided, however, that the Vendor restores the bond to its original
or any increased amount within a reasonable time.
I expect that the terms will be clarified to a specific time. 

Steve Judge on behalf of
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Craig W. Bulkley

Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission
*   (603) 230-7008
FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:58:56 PM

Chris:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below is one question
regarding your template numbers:
 
Within the Outbound Processing section of the template, we noted that you included two different
charges for automatic orders (13 cents to suppliers and 7 cents to the NHSLC).  Currently, the
NHSLC is charged for expenses related to this category.  Suppliers are not charged.  Please explain
and clarify your proposal regarding Outbound Processing and who pays for it.
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions to Hat Trick Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:58:56 PM

Chris:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below is one question
regarding your template numbers:
 
Within the Outbound Processing section of the template, we noted that you included two different
charges for automatic orders (13 cents to suppliers and 7 cents to the NHSLC).  Currently, the
NHSLC is charged for expenses related to this category.  Suppliers are not charged.  Please explain
and clarify your proposal regarding Outbound Processing and who pays for it.
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: Answers to Hat Trick"s Questions
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012 3:42:11 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Received; thank you
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 3:37 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: 'Joe Bellavance IV (joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com)'; Rich Clarke; Shumway, Kary
(kshumway@clarkedistributors.com); WholesalersList - Ed Coppola; Tom Painchaud
Subject: Answers to Hat Trick's Questions
 
Craig
 
Attached are the answers to the question given to Hat Trick Logistics LLC.  I am currently on my way
to your office to deliver a hard copy of the response.
 
Both New Hampshire Distributors, Inc. and Bellavance Beverage Company Financials are being
delivered by hand TODAY.  Clarke Distributor, Inc. Financials have been sent to you via email.
 
Please let us know if you have any further questions.
 
Have a great weekend
 
Chris Brown
 
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
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New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: BAFO Due Date & Time
Date: Thursday, August 02, 2012 1:54:33 PM

Thanks Craig
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 1:53 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: BAFO Due Date & Time
 
Chris:
 
Due to some confusion over the time that your BAFO is due, we are informing you that the BAFO
will be due by 4 PM on Friday, August 3, 2012.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
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*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Best & Final Offer
Date: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:08:50 PM

Thank you Mike.
 
Sorry to hear about your loss.
 
Chris Brown
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:43 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: Best & Final Offer
 
Dear Chris:
 
As you were previously informed, the NHSLC Commissioners have selected you to
participate in the Best and Final Offer (BAFO) phase of the RFP.  The Evaluation
Committee is authorized to enter into pre-selection discussions (RFP Section 4.7 a. 1. p.
36).  This phase will begin with a written request.  This request may be the only
opportunity to improve your proposal.  You may revise your proposal as a result of this
request (RFP page 36).
 
We must receive written answers by Friday, August 3, 2012.
 
You are encouraged to review your entire proposal and improve it to the advantage of the
State. There are several areas on which we are specifically focused in order to identify the
Proposal that is the most advantageous to the State of New Hampshire.
 

I.              Financial
 

This issue is highlighted in the Vendor pricing and Innovation Criterion, an area
valued at 40 points.  The desired end result is that Product will be available in a
timely manner and in the necessary amount at every state store and for every
Licensee. RFP p. 34. It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall Solution criterion in
the requirement that the solution be, among other things, cost effective.
 
Using the template reviewed at your Phase II presentation, please provide
your lowest possible rates. 

 
Please confirm that those rates will not change for the first 30 months of the
contract. 

 
If possible, please submit an alternative rate structure that provides for rates
over the entire twenty-year contract.

 
Please confirm that the twenty-year rates will not change.
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II.             Transition
 

This issue is highlighted in  the Vendor Experience & Qualifications/Transition
Criterion, an area valued at 20 points.  It is also a portion of the Vendor Overall
Solution in the requirement that the Vendor demonstrate suitable financial strength,
stability and capacity to undertake a sophisticated and capital intensive Warehouse
operation with a very high degree of performance and in a timely manner.
 
Please confirm that the facility in your proposal and the solution for providing
all services required by the RFP will be fully operational on or before October
31, 2013. 

 
Please confirm the identity of those individuals who will be located in New
Hampshire during the construction of or transition to the proposed facility
(Appendix C, III, p. 43).  

 
If you have constructed or transitioned to a facility similar to the facility in
your proposal please identify the project and provide contact information for
your client (Appendix C, II, page 43 of the RFP).
 
The RFP requires a separate transition bond to cover any and all costs related to
the transition. (RFP Section, 1.9, p. 10 as clarified by the April 18, 2012
clarificatiions). 
 
Please confirm that you will provide a transition bond for completion of all
necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31,
2013. 

 
The amount of the bond will be discussed with any Vendor that is selected for
contract negotiations.

 
      III        Contract performance bond
 

A contract performance bond is required by Section 1.9, page 11 of the RFP. 
$1,000,000 was provided as an example of the amount of the contract performance
bond.  The amount of the bond will be discussed with any vendor that is selected
for contract negotiations.

 
 

IV.           Final Contract
 

The General Criterion provides for a review of whether the Vendor’s exceptions to
the RFP are acceptable to the NHSLC. Section 1.19 provides for cancellation of
selection for contract award based on a failure to reach agreement on contractual
terms, etc. The NHSLC wants to move as quickly as possible to contract award. To
that end, a rather full description of the final contract is set out below.  The current
short-term warehouse services contract is attached to this email.  Because it is a
short-term contract, the State agreed to certain terms that it may not agree to in a
long-term contract.  The point is that the fewer exceptions that have been taken to
either the RFP or the standard state contract, the more quickly a final document can



be executed. 
 

 
The Standard State Contract is contained in Exhibit E of the RFP.  It is more
frequently identified as Form P-37 and we will refer to it as such throughout this
item but it is the same document that is contained in RFP Exhibit E.  The P-37
cannot be changed on its face.  At the end of this process, a P-37 will be signed by
the parties. It will contain Exhibits A-F.
If you look at Paragraph 2 of the P-37, you will see that Exhibit A is required to
contain a particular description of the work to be performed by the Vendor.  Exhibit
A will incorporate by reference the RFP and the Proposal.  The fewer exceptions
taken to the RFP, the easier it will be to craft Exhibit A. 
Paragraph 5 of the P-37 requires Exhibit B to describe the method of payment and
terms of payment.  It will incorporate the template that best suits the needs of the
NHSLC.  [This template will be contained in Exhibit F.]  
Paragraph 22 of the P-37 allows changes to the P-37 if they are set forth in Exhibit
C.  That is why Appendix E in the RFP is modified by Exhibit C.  Perhaps our effort
to be consistent with the final product has caused more confusion than clarity. 
Other documents required by the RFP will be part of the contract such as
certificates of insurance, the transition bond, the performance bond, a certificate of
vote, a certificate of good standing, and a warehouse license.
Exhibit D will be the RFP with all amendments and clarifications.
Exhibit E will be the winning proposal.
Exhibit F will be the price template.

 
 

Even if you have done so before, please identify and explain every exception
that you intend to take.

 
 
      V         Performance of contract 
 

Any Vendor selected for contract discussions will be required to submit to a
standard background check performed by Liberty Screening Services, LTD.  A
sample form is attached. The background check will be performed for all the
individuals who will participate in the transition phase as well as the first 30 months
of operation.  It will also be performed for parent organizations, if you are a new
entity.

 
Please confirm that you and your employees will submit to the background

check
 

Appendix C, III. P. 43 of the RFP requested the physical location of each person
during the time they will be working on the project.

 
Please confirm the identity of the persons who will be located in New
Hampshire to run the proposed facility for the first 30 months.

 
The Vendor is required to identify a redundant warehouse site in the event of
natural or man-made disasters (RFP APP C XIII, P.48)



 
Please identify your redundant warehouse site.

 
If you have any questions regarding this email, please contact me.  Thank you.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: Best & Final Offers
Date: Friday, August 10, 2012 1:05:05 PM

The original deadline was 4 PM.  You missed the deadline.  The only way we could formally accept
your BAFO was to amend the time – which we just did.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 12:27 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Best & Final Offers
 
Craig
 
I am confused by this email.  Hat trick did email our BAFO to you last Friday at approximately
5:15pm.  You responded to me Monday that it was received.  Is there some part, email that we
missed?
 
Please let me know.
 
Chris

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 10, 2012, at 12:12 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

You may recall that you received an email from me on 8/2/12 at 1:53 PM stating:
 
“Due to some confusion over the time that your BAFO is due, we are informing you
that the BAFO will be due by 4 PM on Friday, August 3, 2012.”
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This is to inform you that the deadline has been extended to 7 PM, Friday, August 3,
2012
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain
material protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for
delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail
in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: Hat Trick LOI
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 4:34:36 PM

Chris – received your LOI; will review and get back to you Monday.  Thanks.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 3:20 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: LOI
 
Craig
 
We will review
 
Did you get the LOI on the real estate?
 
Is that satisfy your questions.
 
Chris

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 19, 2012, at 1:04 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Chris:
 
I need you to thoroughly review the attachment to my last email and confirm that all
the numbers are correct.  I have attached it again for your convenience.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the
use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain
material protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for
delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail
in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 12:58 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Fwd: LOI
 
Craig
I am sending you this info from my phone because I am out of town until friday.
 Please let me know if you recieved this.  Attached is what was in our RFP.
 Section IV question 16. Page 0214-0218.  Do you need more detail than this?

we are meeting today at 2 and can get you more info if needed.

Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint!

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Tom Painchaud" <TPainchaud@NHDIST.COM>
Date: Thu, Jul 19, 2012 9:39 am
Subject: LOI
To: "Chris Brown" <cbrown@NHDIST.COM>

----- Original Message -----
From: Geiger, Susan S. [mailto:SGeiger@orr-reno.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 09:13 AM
To: Tom Painchaud
Subject: LOI

Hi Tom - Attached is a copy of the signed LOI that you requested. Please let me know if you need
anything else as you prepare for the presentation to the NHSLC.  Hope all is well. Susan

<Book3.xls>
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: Hat Trick Meeting
Date: Monday, July 23, 2012 8:56:26 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Chris – the room can accommodate your ten and our five people.  Yes, we have a data projector
that you can use.
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Craig W. Bulkley
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telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 8:08 AM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Hat Trick Meeting
 
Craig
 
I wanted to send you a quick note about tomorrow’s meeting.  It looks like we could have up to 10
people on the Hat Trick Team attending.  Will the room we are using accommodate?  Will there be
a projector for a power point presentation available?
 
Thanks
 
Chris
 
Christopher A. Brown
President  & COO
New Hampshire Distributors, Inc.
65 Regional Drive
Concord NH, 03301
cbrown@nhdist.com
                                603-410-1824
                                603-235-3101 cell

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbrown@nhdist.com



 



From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Hat Trick Proposal Presentation
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 10:56:55 AM

I am just checking on everyone’s schedule.  Should be fine.
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 9:08 AM
To: Chris Brown
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Proposal Presentation
 
Chris:
 

We are scheduling time during the week of July 23rd for an opportunity for your team to present
any additional information to the Evaluation Committee.  Please be prepared to discuss the
specifics of your proposal as well as to discuss the most recent rate template information.  The
committee may have additional questions at this time.
 

We would like your Hat Trick team to join us on Tuesday, July 24th from 9:00 – 11:00 AM (EDT) at
our headquarters at 50 Storrs Street, Concord.  Please acknowledge and confirm your attendance,
and please copy George Tsiopras when you email me.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: LOI
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 1:04:53 PM
Attachments: Book3.xls

Chris:
 
I need you to thoroughly review the attachment to my last email and confirm that all the numbers
are correct.  I have attached it again for your convenience.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 12:58 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Fwd: LOI
 
Craig
I am sending you this info from my phone because I am out of town until friday.  Please let
me know if you recieved this.  Attached is what was in our RFP.  Section IV question 16.
Page 0214-0218.  Do you need more detail than this?

we are meeting today at 2 and can get you more info if needed.

Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint!

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Tom Painchaud" <TPainchaud@NHDIST.COM>
Date: Thu, Jul 19, 2012 9:39 am
Subject: LOI
To: "Chris Brown" <cbrown@NHDIST.COM>

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
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HAT TRICK

		

		HAT TRICK																						ONE WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		40,000				1.40		8,572,544		1.40		56,000				1.20		$   7,347,895		0.70		28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321						1.20		1,919,185				- 0				1.00		$   1,599,321		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562						1.05		3,364,790				- 0				0.90		$   2,884,106		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765						0.95		2,827,927				- 0				0.80		$   2,381,412		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				6.50		$   31,918		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929						6.00		41,572				- 0				5.00		$   34,643		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				5.00		$   22,677		2.50		125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				25.00		$   345		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				2.50		$   979		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674		40,050						$   16,786,614				$   56,250						$   14,303,296				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		12,000				0.11		5,549,566		0.11		1,320				0.09		$   4,540,554		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		11,000				0.29		2,353,694		0.29		3,190				0.25		$   2,029,046		0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		12,000				0.80		2,325,597		0.80		9,600				0.70		$   2,034,897		0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772						1.40		2,311,081		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   1,980,926		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				1.20		$   87,124		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				0.09		$   6,021		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				4.25		$   83,243		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				10.95		$   76,080		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				30.50		$   107,218		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				53.50		$   112,400		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				30.60		$   34,760		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				53.55		$   738		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505		35,000						$   13,594,408				$   14,110						$   11,492,953				$   2,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.55		813,614		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.13		1,781,651		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.20		12,531		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.13		11,108		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,618,904				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.10		1,002				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								3.85		1,836				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.85		112				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								3.85		24,690				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								25.00		2,137				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								32.00		36,879				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.25		13,892				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910						46.20		42,035								45.00		40,943				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								45.00		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								60.00		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11						46.20		510								45.00		496				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0										- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541						0.18		375,397								0.15		312,831				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.15		5,702				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.15		6,448		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								15.00		662				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.25		16,217				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.25		49,624				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861						3.10		86,368								2.65		73,831				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321						2.50		78,302								2.10		65,774				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480						1.55		87,544								1.30		73,424				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064						0.90		42,358								0.75		35,298				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								25.50		29,388				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339						1.75		81,093								1.50		69,509				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								25.00		1,310				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.50		1,096				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								25.00		4,618				- 0

																																$   1,027,072				$   - 0						$   869,270				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   31,472,180		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   29,284,423		COSTS		$   30,885

																																														$   (1,289,812)		(a)

																																								-7%				-139%		$   (1,258,927)

																														Grand Total		$   34,723,428								Grand Total		$   28,025,496		-19%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.51								Cost/Case		$   2.02

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:

		(a)  Revenue sharing proposal provides for 5% of inbound handling charges $14,303,296 * 5% = 715,165, plus 5% of storage charges $11,492,953 * 5% = 574,648 for a total of $1,289,812 over the first 30 months.

		Revenue share would be calculated and paid to NHSLC on a monthly basis.





HAT TRICK (2)

		

		HAT TRICK																						TWO WAREHOUSE																HAT TRICK

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		- 0		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		40,000				1.40		6,652,962		1.40		56,000				$   1.25		$   5,940,144		0.70		28,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		0		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894						1.20		1,499,873				- 0				$   1.10		$   1,374,883		- 0		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		0		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235						1.05		2,712,397				- 0				$   0.95		$   2,454,073		- 0		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		0		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147						0.95		1,921,989				- 0				$   0.85		$   1,719,675		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				$   6.85		$   33,637		- 0		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		0		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936						6.00		35,617				- 0				$   5.40		$   32,055		- 0		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				$   5.40		$   24,492		2.50		125

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				$   30.00		$   414		- 0		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				$   4.00		$   1,566		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		0		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179		40,050						$   12,883,432				$   56,250						$   11,580,938				$   28,125

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		- 0		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		12,000				0.11		4,479,170		0.11		1,320				$   0.10		$   4,071,973		- 0		- 0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		0		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		11,000				0.29		2,106,157		0.29		3,190				$   0.25		$   1,815,652		0.12		1,320

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		0		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		12,000				0.80		2,112,570		0.80		9,600				$   0.70		$   1,848,499		0.12		1,440

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		0		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210						1.40		2,168,895		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   1,936,513		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				$   0.70		$   391,081		- 0		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				$   1.25		$   90,754		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				$   0.10		$   6,690		- 0		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				$   0.25		$   8,863		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				$   4.50		$   88,140		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				$   11.60		$   80,596		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   113,897		- 0		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   119,123		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				$   32.40		$   36,804		- 0		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				$   56.70		$   782		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		0		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209		35,000						$   11,921,262				$   14,110						$   10,609,368				$   2,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				0.65		961,544		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		0		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				0.14		1,452,456		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		0		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				0.23		11,610		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				0.14		11,963		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		0		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   2,437,573				$   - 0

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								2.25		1,073				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								4.05		1,932				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								0.90		119				- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								4.05		25,973				- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								30.00		2,564				- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								34.00		39,184				- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								7.65		14,659				- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		0		315				329		339		349		180		868						46.20		40,124								45.00		39,082				- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								60.00		1,323				- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		0		3				3		3		3		2		8						46.20		382								45.00		372				- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								- 0		- 0				- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		0		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582						0.18		309,525								0.16		275,133				- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								0.16		6,082				- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								0.16		6,878		- 0		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								32.00		1,412				- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								4.50		17,171				- 0

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								3.50		53,441				- 0

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		0		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214						3.10		78,163								2.80		70,599				- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		0		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200						2.50		70,500								2.25		63,450				- 0

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		0		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626						1.55		78,471								1.40		70,877				- 0

				Cases (300+)				16,070		0		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307						0.90		39,876								0.80		35,446				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								27.00		31,117				- 0

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		0		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458						1.75		70,802								1.60		64,733				- 0

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								30.00		1,572				- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								1.60		1,169				- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								30.00		5,542				- 0

																																$   921,307				$   - 0						$   831,142				$   - 0

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   25,790,088		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   25,459,022		COSTS		$   30,885

																																														$   - 0		(a)

																																								-1%				-99%		$   30,885

																														Grand Total		$   29,041,336								Grand Total		$   25,489,907		-12%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.76								Cost/Case		$   2.43

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:







----- Original Message -----
From: Geiger, Susan S. [mailto:SGeiger@orr-reno.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 09:13 AM
To: Tom Painchaud
Subject: LOI

Hi Tom - Attached is a copy of the signed LOI that you requested. Please let me know if you need anything else as
you prepare for the presentation to the NHSLC.  Hope all is well. Susan

mailto:SGeiger@orr-reno.com


From: Chris Brown
To: Stephen J. Judge; Craig W. Bulkley; George P. Tsiopras
Subject: RE: LOI
Date: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:05:17 PM
Attachments: List of Exceptions to RFP (2).doc

Steve, Craig
 
Steve’s email was the only email I had on this.  I have added Craig and George to this as
well.
 
Attached is the list of hat Tricks exceptions to our RFP.  We will also bring hard copy for all
tomorrow
 
Warehouse:
We do not have anything additional to the LOI letter from Merrimack location of their
intention to enter an agreement with Hat Trick.  There have been multiple conversations
with the building owner/agent and they have indicated a strong preference to do business
with Hat Trick based on our operating histories.  We feel confident we will be able to close
on this space and have the space operational to meet the SLC requirements as outlined in
the RFP.
 
See you at 9 tomorrow
 
 
 
 
 

From: Stephen J. Judge 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 4:20 PM
To: 'Chris Brown '
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: LOI
 
Dear Chris,
 
Craig is out of the office today and asked me to comment on your LOI and items for your
presentation.  Please Reply to All and Craig will pick up the thread on Monday.
You have asked whether the LOI satisfies our request.  What we need is comfort that you will be able
to have an appropriate facility up and running on time.  Anything that you can provide regarding the
arrangement with the owner of the facility is welcome.
While getting ready for your presentation, please prepare to discuss the following items.
We need to know that putting that facility on line will not change the rates you addressed earlier today
for the first 30 months.
With the three partners working together for the first time, we need detail on how the facility will be
run.  We understand why the request for financial information was handled as it was but we need a
sense of unity in the organization.
We also need an explanation for any exceptions that were taken to the provisions in the RFP.
I am sure there will be more specific substantive questions.
 
Steve
 
*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:george.tsiopras@liquor.state.nh.us

Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s Exceptions to NHSLC RFP 2012-14

Section 1.5.8 is understood with the following exception:  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is a newly-formed entity, it does not have audited annual financial statements for the past three years.  As an alternative, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC submits the following information as evidence of its solvency and ability to conduct the large-scale operation anticipated by the RFP:  The three members comprising Hat Trick Logistics, LLC are wholesale distributors licensed by the NHSLC.  They each have met bonding, financial and other obligations required of NHSLC licensees, and are in good standing with the NHSLC.  Their individual and collective financial strength, as evidenced by the longevity of their respective companies and their solid business reputations, demonstrates that Hat Trick Logistics, LLC is financially capable of providing the services described in the RFP.   In addition, Hat Trick Logistics, LLC has submitted a letter from the Rowley Insurance Agency in Section IV, 10 attesting to its familiarity with the Fiscal Year End Financial information of all three members of Hat Trick Logistics, LLCs and concluding that the company “is more than strong enough to offer the State of NH the financial stability and capacity to fund the proposed operation” described NHSLC RFP 2012-14.   Lastly, Hat Trick Logistics would be happy to answer NHSLC’s specific questions about Hat Trick Logistics, LLC’s financial capabilities.   


Section 1.10.4 (Rate changes) is understood with the following exception:  delete from said Section 1.10.4 the words “limited to the CPI for the previous twelve (12) months and”.   


Sections 1.20.4 and 1.20.5 are understood with following exceptions/additional language noted in italics:


1.20.4   The State shall immediately provide Contractor with written notice of any such funding shortfall.


1.20.5   Contractor may cease providing Services to the State for which the State cannot or fails to make payment, and will not be obligated to resume provision of Services to the State if funding for continued payments under the Agreement is not obtained, including without limitation, funding for any arrearages.  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.

Section 1.22 is understood with the following exception/additional language noted in italics:


Each Vendor shall submit a guaranty in the amount of $50,000 which may be in the form of a bid bond or certified check made payable to the NHSLC.  By submitting a Proposal, each Vendor pledges to enter into a contract with the NHSLC on the terms stated in the RFP to the extent the Proposal accepts such terms.  If a selected Vendor fails or refuses to enter into such a contract without just cause, the amount of the Proposal guaranty shall be forfeited to the NHSLC as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty.  The determination of whether a Vendor has just cause is in the sole discretion of the Chairman of the NHSLC.  If the above-referenced Proposal guaranty is forfeited by the Vendor, the NHSLC shall have no further cause of action against the Vendor for the Vendor’s failure or refusal to enter into a contract without just cause.

 
Section 3.0.3 (Conducting Business with the NHSLC):  Exception as follows:


Vendor shall provide data-transfer capability at all times except as reasonably necessary for system and file maintenance. Such down time will be scheduled so as to not disrupt normal business operations and will be communicated in advance. 


Vendor acknowledges both the ability and desire to accommodate periodic updates and enhancements to NHSLC and Warehouse computer and software systems. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively to plan and implement updates, enhancements and transitions. Large scale changes and/or migration to new systems can have significant cost implications for both parties and may necessitate adjustments to the Warehouse fee schedule. NHSLC and Warehouse will work cooperatively identify, fund and implement large scale changes or migrations that will improve the overall operations for both parties. 


Section 3.0.11 is understood with the following exception/additional language proposed to be inserted into the third paragraph and noted below in italics:


All reasonable costs associated with the transfer of Product and control from the existing Warehouse (s) (“old”) to the Warehouse of the successful Vendor (“new”), including handling and incurred within 150 days from the effective date of the contract shall be borne by the NHSLC at its discretion. Such costs shall not be borne by the new Vendor.  In an effort to avoid charging the NHSLC or Suppliers duplicate storage fees, storage charges for transferred Product shall not accrue until the first day of the month following the end of the transfer.


Section 3.0.14 (Fire) is understood.  Further response:  The warehouse will use a combination of fire suppression systems, including Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) wet system for fire suppression.  Sprinkler specifications for the warehouse facility are contained in Section IV, 9.  Because Hat Trick Logistics, LLC does not currently occupy the warehouse, it does not have current certifications for the fire protection systems or permits for the storage of flammable liquids, and therefore takes exception to the RPF request for such certifications and permits.  However, should the warehouse contract be awarded to Hat Trick Logistics, LLC, all necessary permits will be obtained and applicable codes, regulations and statutes will be followed. Hat Trick Logistics, LLC will coordinate these activities with the Merrimack Fire Department and other state and local officials and agencies as necessary. 


The provisions of RFP Appendix E as amended by Exhibit C are understood subject to the following exceptions:


 Paragraph 13: Delete paragraph 13 of Appendix E.  In the alternative, add the following language at the end thereof:  The State shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Contractor, its officers and employees, from and against any and all losses suffered by the Contractor, its officers and employees and any and all claims, liabilities or penalties asserted against the Contractor, its officers and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of, based or resulting from, arising out of (or which may be claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions of the State.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby reserved to the State.  This covenant in paragraph 13 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.


 Paragraph 3.3.1.4:   Add the following words at the end of the first sentence of said paragraph:  and shall not be borne by the Contractor.


Paragraph 4.2: Add the following sentence at the end thereof:  Contractor may also pursue any additional legal or equitable remedies for such inability or failure to make payment for Services.



95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.
 

http://www.wadleighlaw.com/
mailto:sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
mailto:stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Questions to Hat Trick Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 3:06:46 PM

Will do
 
Chris
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:59 PM
To: Chris Brown
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
 
Chris:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below is one question
regarding your template numbers:
 
Within the Outbound Processing section of the template, we noted that you included two different
charges for automatic orders (13 cents to suppliers and 7 cents to the NHSLC).  Currently, the
NHSLC is charged for expenses related to this category.  Suppliers are not charged.  Please explain
and clarify your proposal regarding Outbound Processing and who pays for it.
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: RE: Questions to Hat Trick Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 2:12:38 PM

Chris:
 
Currently we only charge the NHSLC for Outbound Orders.  However, this was not a requirement in
the RFP.  Should you decide to charge only the suppliers, only the NHSLC, or both, is completely up
to you.  We just wanted to verify that we were not double counting this category.
 
REMINDER – please insure you copy George on any further responses regarding these questions. 
Thanks.
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 2:06 PM
To: George P. Tsiopras; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Fwd: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
 
George
See Karys question below.  The hat trick team is working on formulating an answer to your
question.
Thanks
Chris Brown

Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint!

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Shumway, Kary" <kshumway@clarkedistributors.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:22 pm
Subject: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
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To: "Chris Brown" <cbrown@NHDIST.COM>, "Coppola, Ed"
<ecoppola@clarkedistributors.com>
Cc: "Clarke, Rich" <rclarke@clarkedistributors.com>, "Tom Painchaud"
<TPainchaud@NHDIST.COM>, "joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com"
<joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com>

Yes, but working on an adequate response to the question.  For background, the RFP required that
we put in pricing to Suppliers for outbound shipments, indicated on their blank Appendix D.  We
used the then rate of $0.15/case discounted by the 15% across the board reduction, which
calculated at $0.13/case.   The charge to NHSLC for outbound shipments was calculated using the
initial $0.15/case discounted by a 50% across the board reduction on NHSLC fees.   
 
A response question (to their question below) may be: “Does NHSLC intend that all outbound order
processing/reporting continue to be charged solely to the NHSLC?”
 
From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 10:56 AM
To: Shumway, Kary; Coppola, Ed
Cc: Clarke, Rich; Tom Painchaud; 'Joe Bellavance IV (joe.bellavance@bellavancebev.com)'
Subject: FW: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
 
You guys comfortable with this request?
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:59 PM
To: Chris Brown
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
 
Chris:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below is one question
regarding your template numbers:
 
Within the Outbound Processing section of the template, we noted that you included two different
charges for automatic orders (13 cents to suppliers and 7 cents to the NHSLC).  Currently, the
NHSLC is charged for expenses related to this category.  Suppliers are not charged.  Please explain
and clarify your proposal regarding Outbound Processing and who pays for it.
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
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NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: RFP Process
Date: Saturday, November 17, 2012 10:25:49 AM

Craig
 
Obviously our group is extremely disappointed to get this email.  We had hoped that Hat Trick
would have been chosen.  This process was very time consuming; however was a very rewarding
experience.  Our 3 companies have had a great history of working together and this process was no
different.  We will wait to hear your final decision, and hope for the opportunity to negotiate a deal
with the NHSLC.
 
Thank you for the opportunity to let our NH based family business’s to participate in this process.
 
Chris Brown
 
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:23 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: RFP Process
 
Chris:
 
As a matter of courtesy, this is to notify you that, under Section 4.6 and 4.6.1, Page 35 of the
Warehouse RFP, a Vendor has been notified in writing of its selection for contract discussions
because its proposal has been determined to be the most advantageous to the state as determined
by the NHSLC after taking into consideration all of the evaluation factors.  Contract negotiations
are ongoing. 
 
We must remind you that if the NHSLC is unable to reach an agreement during contract
discussions, it may commence discussions with the next highest-ranked Vendor.
 
You are also reminded that this entire process is confidential until the contract is approved by the
office of the Attorney General.  You will be notified when and if that occurs. 
 
Thank you.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
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(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Tom Painchaud
Subject: RE: Transition Bond BAFO Clarification - Hat Trick
Date: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 10:24:33 PM

Craig
That is understood.  It will not be an issue.
Chris Brown
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:30 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: Transition Bond BAFO Clarification
 
The BAFO asked you to confirm that you will provide a transition bond for the completion of all
necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  This bond will
cover any and all costs related to the transition from the contract in force on October 31, 2013 to
the new contract because the successful vendor is unable to perform duties under the contract as
of November 1, 2013 (April 18,2012 Clarifications and Amendments, p. 1.) 
The commission anticipates that the amount will be arrived at by mutual agreement.  If there is no
agreement, the commission may move on to a different vendor. 
 
So that there is no misunderstanding, please confirm that you will be responsible for the costs of
a reasonable transition bond.
 
Please provide your response by 10 AM, Thursday August 9, 2012.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Chris Brown"
Subject: RE: Transition Bond BAFO Clarification - Hat Trick
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2012 8:20:49 AM

received
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Chris Brown [mailto:cbrown@NHDIST.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 10:24 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Tom Painchaud
Subject: RE: Transition Bond BAFO Clarification
 
Craig
That is understood.  It will not be an issue.
Chris Brown
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:30 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: Transition Bond BAFO Clarification
 
The BAFO asked you to confirm that you will provide a transition bond for the completion of all
necessary items to make the facility fully operational on or before October 31, 2013.  This bond will
cover any and all costs related to the transition from the contract in force on October 31, 2013 to
the new contract because the successful vendor is unable to perform duties under the contract as
of November 1, 2013 (April 18,2012 Clarifications and Amendments, p. 1.) 
The commission anticipates that the amount will be arrived at by mutual agreement.  If there is no
agreement, the commission may move on to a different vendor. 
 
So that there is no misunderstanding, please confirm that you will be responsible for the costs of
a reasonable transition bond.
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Please provide your response by 10 AM, Thursday August 9, 2012.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Warehouse RFP Schedule of Events Amendment
Date: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 4:25:21 PM

Thanks

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 8, 2012, at 4:21 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
wrote:

You will note on our website that the Schedule of Events on Page 5 has been
amended so as to end on August 17, 2012.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the
use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain
material protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for
delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail
in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Chris Brown
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:45:20 AM

Craig
 
I received the email and look forward to the opportunity if it arises.
 
Chris Brown
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:01 PM
To: Chris Brown
Subject: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
 
Chris:
 
Pursuant to Section 1.5.3, Page 8 of the Warehouse Services RFP, the NHSLC has the
authority to amend the RFP at any time and at its sole discretion.
The NHSLC hereby amends Section 1.2, Schedule of Events on Page 5 of the RFP from
June 7, 2012 - August 1, 2012 to June 7, 2012 – September 12, 2012.
 
This date  is well within  the  requirement  that  the proposals  remain valid for a period of 210 days
from the proposal due date  (June 7, 2012).   The Evaluation Committee will  continue  to work as
quickly  as  possible  to  allow  the  NHSLC  to  reach  contract  award.    Vendors  may  be asked for
additional oral and/or written presentations  in NHSLC’s continuing effort to identify the proposal
most adventageous to the State of New Hampshire.
 
If  you have any questions or comments, please direct  them via email to me, Craig W. Bulkley, as
the issuing officer.
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.



From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: RFP Process - Hat Trick
Date: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 1:20:11 PM

Chris:
 
The Evaluation Committee has received BAFOs.  Thank you for your cooperation.  There may be
some follow up questions today or tomorrow.  If so, the time allowed to respond will be quite
tight.
The Evaluation Committee will submit a recommendation to the commissioners.  The
commissioners have a great deal of discretion (RFP 4.6 p. 35).  It is expected that the
commissioners will select one or more Vendor(s) for contract negotiation (RFP 4.6.1 p. 35).  The
selected Vendor(s) will be notified in writing by email.  Contract negotiations may begin as soon as
Friday of this week.  Notice may not be received until Thursday late afternoon. 
These times are approximate.  Do not read anything into a lack of a receipt of notice.  This is
particularly true because the noticed Vendor(s) may not reach agreement with the NHSLC in which
case negotiations will shift to another Vendor, including a Vendor who did not receive an initial
notice.
 
Once a contract has been successfully negotiated, the Vendor will be notified and the contract will
be executed at a public meeting of the NHSLC.  The original RFP set August 1, 2012 as the date for
contract award.   That date has been extended to August 10, 2012.  It is likely that there will be
another short extension.   
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: RFP Process - Hat Trick
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:23:14 PM

Chris:
 
As a matter of courtesy, this is to notify you that, under Section 4.6 and 4.6.1, Page 35 of the
Warehouse RFP, a Vendor has been notified in writing of its selection for contract discussions
because its proposal has been determined to be the most advantageous to the state as determined
by the NHSLC after taking into consideration all of the evaluation factors.  Contract negotiations
are ongoing. 
 
We must remind you that if the NHSLC is unable to reach an agreement during contract
discussions, it may commence discussions with the next highest-ranked Vendor.
 
You are also reminded that this entire process is confidential until the contract is approved by the
office of the Attorney General.  You will be notified when and if that occurs. 
 
Thank you.
 
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Subject: To Hat Trick - RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 4:34:40 PM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template.xls

Dear Vendor –
 
Attached please find a template which we must have filled out and returned to us by noon on
Monday July 2, 2012.  The very same email is being sent to all vendors in order to evaluate the
effect of the proposed costs on suppliers and the NHSLC given a consistent volume base.
 
We have included estimates of the most recent total volumes of activity in each of the categories
identified in Appendix D of the RFP.  We have also included estimates of the most recent material
total volumes of activity in each of the categories identified in Appendix D-1.  Because all vendors
are receiving the same estimates do not change any of the volume estimates provided in the
template.    
 
In addition we have estimated total volumes for the same categories over the first 30 month term
(from Nov 1, 2013 thru April 30, 2016).  Utilizing these volumes please insert your rates in each
category and calculate the respective costs in each category.  The evaluation committee reserves
the right to repeat this exercise and request lower rates, but at this time use the rates from your
original proposal.
 
For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide us with
estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as well as the justification
or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4 of the RFP we requested that rate
changes be based on the CPI for the previous 12 months, you may indicate you are estimating the
percentage rate change by projecting the CPI.
 
With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes, and in a separate
document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation to the State for the first 30 month
period.  Please identify any estimated changes in each of the subsequent 30 month periods.
 
Please note the attached spreadsheet has two tabs that need to be completed, unless you have
already taken an exception in your proposal dated on or before June 7, 2012, to the two
warehouse model.
 
If you have any questions or comments, please send me an email.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
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One Warehouse

																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765

		Pallet Packs				1,781		74,213		0		74,213				77,586		79,914		82,311		42,390		204,615

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						138		0		138				144		149		153		79		380

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,925,916		1,195,627		5,121,543				5,354,317		5,514,947		5,680,395		2,925,403		14,120,745

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		293,249		0		293,249				306,577		315,774		325,248		167,503		808,525

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		102,384		0		102,384				107,037		110,248		113,556		58,481		282,286

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		55,778		0		55,778				58,313		60,063		61,864		31,860		153,787

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		33,064		0		33,064				34,567		35,604		36,672		18,886		91,162

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		11,384		0		11,384				11,901		12,258		12,626		6,502		31,387

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		172		0		172				180		185		191		98		474

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,684,812		3,972,358		23,657,170				24,732,388		25,474,360		26,238,591		13,512,874		65,225,825

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				4,348,698		1,212,310		5,561,008				5,813,756		5,988,168		6,167,814		3,176,424		15,332,406

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147

		Pallet Packs				1,781		74,213		74,213				77,586		79,914		82,311		42,390		204,615

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						138		138				144		149		153		79		380

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,925,916		3,925,916				4,104,349		4,227,479		4,354,304		2,242,466		10,824,249

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		293,249		293,249				306,577		315,774		325,248		167,503		808,525

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		102,384		102,384				107,037		110,248		113,556		58,481		282,286

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		55,778		55,778				58,313		60,063		61,864		31,860		153,787

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		33,064		33,064				34,567		35,604		36,672		18,886		91,162

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		11,384		11,384				11,901		12,258		12,626		6,502		31,387

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		172		172				180		185		191		98		474

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,684,812		19,684,812				20,579,487		21,196,871		21,832,777		11,243,880		54,273,529

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				4,348,698		4,348,698				4,546,346		4,682,737		4,823,219		2,483,958		11,989,913

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8

				OFFICE - OT				0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "cbrown@nhdist.com"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras; John D. Bunnell; "Judge, Steve"
Subject: To Hat Trick - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Monday, June 18, 2012 3:39:04 PM

Chris:
 
As we previously notified you by email, the Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We
have several questions about your proposal.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by email by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
Please do not draw any conclusions from the following questions.  They are asked in order to confirm
that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions bring any weight
to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the questions at face
value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
Our questions are as follows:
 

1.  Do you subscribe to “open data Standards”
2.  Do you have “open data formats” as part of your proposals?
3.  Does your proposal include all licenses required to operate hardware/software?
4.  Does your proposal include maintenance for all hardware/software?
5.  Does your proposal rely on customized interfaces to integrate with the NHLC existing

applications?
6.     What are your projections for volumes by month in each of the pricing categories included in

Appendices D and D-1 for the first 30 months of this contract and each subsequent 30-month
period through the end of the contract?  Please explain the basis for your projection.  Please
address only the basic bailment charges:  inbound handling, storage, and outbound order
processing/reporting.  For example, in the first month of the contract, how many cases do you
assume will be inbound in the category of codes of 1-180? 

7.     In Section 3.0.12, Page 26, the RFP requires that the proposal shall list separtately all charges
which could be incurred by the NHSLC and all charges which could be incurred by the
suppliers in the operation of the warehouse.  Are all charges included in Appendices D and D-
1?  Specifically, identify where a charge, if any, for outbound handling is located.  For
example, outbound handling may already be included in the charge for inbound handling.

8.     The letters of reference contained in Pages 150-155 in the proposal are on behalf of
Bellavance Beverage, Clarke Distributors, and NH Distributors.   A letter from the Rowley
Agency is contained on Page 149 of the proposal.  The letter is to the effect that the owners of
Hat Trick Logistics, LLC have provided Rowley with their current fiscal year end financial
information.  We have read Section 1.5.8 of your proposal on Pages 10 and 11.  
Nevertheless,   Part I, Section 1.5.8, Page 9 of the RFP requires the vendor to provide audited
financial statements for the past three years or an alternative satisfactory to the NHSLC. 
Please provide us with audited financial statements for Bellavance Beverage, Clarke
Distributors, and NH Distributors for the past three years.

9.     In your proposal on Page 214, a proposed lease is contained.  The term of the lease is ten
years.  What do you plan to do for the remaining ten years of the 20-year contract?
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras; "Judge, Steve"
Subject: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Friday, June 15, 2012 1:50:38 PM

 
Dear Vendors:
 
The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about your
proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions
bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the
questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be
prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet with
us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.
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